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Definitions

Asset-backed Security  A financial security backed by loans, leases, or other assets

Bond  A debt instrument wherein an issuer (borrower) borrows funds from investors for a defined period of time at a set interest rate; bonds can be issued by corporations, governments, municipalities, and other organizations with bonding authority

Credit Rating Agency  Companies that provide investors with a third-party assessment of securities offered for sale and assign a rating to denote their assessment of credit risk of the securities

General Obligation Bond  A bond that is backed by the full credit and taxing authority of the issuing municipality, state, or jurisdiction

Interest Rate Buydown  An upfront cash payment that lowers or “buys down” the interest rate on a loan over its lifetime

Investment Grade  A bond rating that indicates high quality and low risk; BBB rating and above in Standard & Poor’s rating system

Line of Credit  A type of debt instrument that allows a borrower to draw and repay funds “on demand” up to a set cap from a financial institution

Liquidity  A measure of how easily an asset can be bought or sold in a marketplace; more liquid assets are more easily sold

Municipal Bond  A bond issued by a municipality

Over Collateralization  A form of credit enhancement wherein the value of assets underlying (or collateralizing) a debt instrument exceed the value of the debt instrument (e.g., assets worth $150 collateralize a bond priced at $100)

Portfolio Sale  Transfer of ownership of a portfolio of loans from one financial institution to another

Revenue Bond  A bond commonly backed by the proceeds of the project for which funding is being sought (e.g., tolls for a bridge construction project)

Secondary Market  A market where products can be resold one or more times after their initial sale

Securitization  The process of aggregating a pool of assets (e.g., loans) and dividing them into one or more classes of tradable securities

Security (1) a standardized financial instrument that represents some type of financial value; stocks and bonds are types of securities; (2) an asset or arrangement pledged as collateral to a loan

Subordinate Capital  Capital that has a later claim to pledged assets than senior capital; also a form of credit enhancement

Underwriting  In the context of loans, the process of due diligence performed on a borrower by a lender to determine eligibility to receive a loan

Yield  The income received on an investment, typically stated in annual terms and quoted as a percentage of the value of the investment
## Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>asset-backed security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGB</td>
<td>Connecticut Green Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOE</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EE</td>
<td>energy efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESCO</td>
<td>Energy Service Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEMS</td>
<td>Green Energy Market Securitization Program (Hawaii)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HELP</td>
<td>Home Energy Loan Program (Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERO</td>
<td>Home Energy Renovate Opportunity Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBS</td>
<td>mortgage-backed security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M-PIRE</td>
<td>Multifamily Property Improvements to Reduce Energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYSERDA</td>
<td>New York State Energy Research and Development Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PACE</td>
<td>property-assessed clean energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QECB</td>
<td>Qualified Energy Conservation Bond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGGI</td>
<td>Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANBAG</td>
<td>San Bernardino Associated Governments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEC</td>
<td>U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEEL</td>
<td>Warehouse for Energy Efficiency Loans (Pennsylvania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRCOG</td>
<td>Western Riverside Council of Governments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Executive Summary

Estimates of the total opportunity for investment in cost-effective energy efficiency in the United States are typically in the range of several hundred billion dollars (Choi Granade, et al., 2009 and Fulton & Brandenburg, 2012). To access this potential, many state policymakers and utility regulators have established aggressive energy efficiency savings targets. Current levels of taxpayer and utility bill-payer funding for energy efficiency is only a small fraction of the total investment needed to meet these targets (SEE Action Financing Solutions Working Group, 2013). Given this challenge, some energy efficiency program administrators are working to access private capital sources with the aim of amplifying the funds available for investment.

In this context, efficient access to secondary market capital has been advanced as one important enabler of the energy efficiency industry “at scale.” The question of what role secondary markets can play in bringing energy efficiency to scale is largely untested despite extensive attention from media, technical publications, advocates, and others. Only a handful of transactions of energy efficiency loan products have been executed to date, and it is too soon to draw robust conclusions from these deals. At the same time, energy efficiency program administrators and policymakers face very real decisions regarding whether and how to access secondary markets as part of their energy efficiency deployment strategy.

In this dynamic environment, program administrators have several options. Many program administrators are focusing on growing demand for high-efficiency products and services to a level that will interest investors and are postponing active engagement with the secondary market. Some administrators are taking a longer view and are offering products today that are designed to ensure that secondary market capital will be available and well-priced in the future. Finally, some financing program administrators are replenishing capital using strategies that do not rely on a secondary market for energy efficiency loans.

This report is targeted at both (1) policymakers and program administrators who are less familiar with secondary markets and their significance in the energy efficiency context, as well as (2) those that are more familiar with these concepts and may be actively considering secondary market strategies.

Promise for Energy Efficiency Finance: Capital Supply and Cost of Capital

What Are Secondary Markets?

In the energy efficiency context, the primary capital market refers to initial financing of a loan between a customer and a lender. A credit union that makes a five-year loan to finance a small business’ heat pump replacement and lighting upgrade is a primary investor.

The secondary market, then, refers to the resale of one or more loans to a new (secondary) investor. If demand for energy efficiency upgrades is high, the credit union in our example might make 100 similar loans and then decide to sell these loans to another investor. The sale frees up the credit union’s capital, allowing it to make (originate) new loans. The sale also gives investors that are interested in financing energy efficiency loans access to 100 existing projects.

---

1 Choi Granade, et al. (2009) estimated that $520 billion of cost-effective energy efficiency is untapped and Fulton & Brandenburg (2012) estimate $279 billion of cost-effective energy efficiency. By comparison, asset-backed securitizations, one component of the U.S. bond market, are valued at $2 trillion (Sifma, 2012).

2 Other financial experts have noted that the need for prodigious amounts of capital for energy efficiency may only arise if solutions can be found to boost the “low level of effective demand,” which is “only likely to be addressed through strong regulatory requirements, retail consumer engagement strategies and/or other significant non-financial interventions” (Fulton & Brandenburg, 2012).

3 While there is no single definition of the energy efficiency market “at scale,” for our purposes, we take “at scale” to mean that total investment in energy efficiency is sufficient to meet policy goals and also begins to approach estimates of funding required to achieve all cost-effective energy efficiency.
A secondary market transaction can be as simple as the sale of a single loan from a primary lender to an investor. In mature secondary markets—such as those for car loans or home mortgages—transactions are more sophisticated. Mature secondary markets often rely on highly standardized loan products and involve the packaging of multiple loans into tradable instruments. In these markets, high volume, the standardization of underlying loans, and the tradable nature of secondary market instruments can lead investors to require lower returns, which translate to lower interest rates for primary borrowers.

What is an Energy Efficiency Financing Product?

Most consumers have choices when deciding how to finance an energy efficiency upgrade: they might use a credit card, take advantage of a utility-sponsored loan program, take out a personal loan, or put the upgrade onto their home equity line of credit. These options can be divided into two broad categories: specialized energy efficiency financing products and traditional products.

- **Specialized products** are loans or other financing products specifically intended to fund energy efficiency improvement projects. They may carry unique features that are conducive to energy efficiency lending, such as extended terms or the ability to make payments via a utility bill. These products are often supported by a utility or governmental sponsor. Examples include PACE (property-assessed clean energy) financing, program-sponsored energy efficiency loans, and on-bill products.

- **Traditional products** are conventional financing options that can be used to fund a range of purchases, including energy efficiency. Examples include credit cards, home equity lines of credit, and personal unsecured loans.

This paper focuses on specialized products. More research is needed to determine the level of energy efficiency that is financed through specialized versus traditional products, as well as the potential to leverage traditional products to encourage more energy efficiency uptake. While mature traditional products likely make up the majority of financed energy efficiency investments today, some energy efficiency advocates have suggested that developing a mature market for specialized products may help bring down financing costs and offer other advantages, leading to increased penetration of these products. The optimal mix of traditional and specialized products remains an open question that may likely evolve over time as the energy efficiency services industry matures.

Specialized Energy Efficiency Products: Developing an Asset Class

An efficient secondary market for energy efficiency products is more likely to develop if (1) investors become familiar with specialized energy efficiency loan products; (2) originators successfully create tradable energy efficiency-backed instruments; and (3) some degree of standardization occurs. This could make more, lower-cost capital available, which would translate into lower interest rates for consumers. If consumer demand increases in response to these lower interest rates, total energy efficiency investment and savings would increase, moving the market closer to the vision of energy efficiency “at scale.” If specialized energy efficiency loans outperform comparable loans over time, investors could view the loans as a distinct asset class and could reward energy efficiency products with even lower interest rates, which could further boost customer adoption.

Traditional Products Used to Finance Energy Efficiency: Recognizing and Rewarding Performance

Mature secondary markets already exist for credit card debt, mortgages, and other traditional financing products and, presumably, the benefits of a secondary market have already been realized. The challenge for traditional

---

4 It is also possible that multiple asset classes could develop (e.g., PACE-backed energy efficiency securities, on-bill backed energy efficiency securities).

5 Traditionally, demand for energy efficiency loans has been relatively low, even at below-market interest rates, unless loans are coupled with other programmatic support including strong marketing, technical assistance, and financial incentives (e.g., rebates). See Fuller et al (2010) “Driving Demand for Home Energy Improvements” and SEE Action (2014) “Financing Energy Improvements on Utility Bills: Market Updates and Key Program Design Considerations for Policymakers and Administrators” for discussion.
products, then, is not developing a secondary market but rather (1) determining whether financing products used to fund energy efficiency outperform products used for other purchases; and (2) encouraging lenders to reward that performance with preferential terms. Modifying existing traditional financing tools to accommodate energy efficiency can also play a role in driving the energy efficiency market to scale. Program administrators and policymakers should track progress in this area and may wish to support traditional products as complements or as an alternative to specialized energy efficiency products.

Energy Efficiency Programs: Secondary Market Approaches

The secondary market for specialized energy efficiency products is relatively immature. Existing pools of capital (e.g., primary lender capital, utility or other public capital) have been largely sufficient to meet demand in most programs. In some cases, program administrators have chosen to tap secondary markets and a handful of transactions of specialized energy efficiency products have occurred. The ten secondary market transactions profiled in Chapter 2 have occurred within the past five years (or are still pending) and represent a total volume of just over $400 million (see Table ES - 1).

Table ES - 1: Summary of Selected Secondary Market Transactions of Energy Efficiency Loans

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction Short Name</th>
<th>Transaction Type</th>
<th>Issuer (Type)</th>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Date of Transaction</th>
<th>Market Sector</th>
<th>Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Craft 3-Self-Help</td>
<td>Portfolio Sale</td>
<td>Craft 3 (Private)</td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>December 2013</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$15.7M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keystone HELP</td>
<td>Portfolio Sale</td>
<td>AFC First (Private)</td>
<td>PA</td>
<td>July 2013</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$24M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NYSERDA Toledo PACE</td>
<td>Revenue Bond</td>
<td>NYSERDA (Public)</td>
<td>NY</td>
<td>August 2013-2012-2013</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$24M, $16.5M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut C-PACE</td>
<td>Revenue Bond</td>
<td>Public Finance Authority (Public)</td>
<td>CT</td>
<td>May 2014</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>$30M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware SEU</td>
<td>Revenue Bond</td>
<td>Delaware SEU (Quasi-public)</td>
<td>DE</td>
<td>July 2011</td>
<td>Public/Institutional</td>
<td>$73M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERO PACE I</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Security</td>
<td>WRCOG (Quasi-public)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>February 2014</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$104M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERO PACE II</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Security</td>
<td>WRCOG and SANBAG (Quasi-Public)</td>
<td>CA</td>
<td>October 2014</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>$129M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHEEL</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Security</td>
<td>WHEEL SPV (Private)</td>
<td>Multiple (TBD)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>TBD, targeting $100M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilowatt</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Security</td>
<td>Kilowatt (Private)</td>
<td>Multiple (TBD)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>TBD, targeting $100M+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus far, most secondary market transactions that are supported by cash flows from underlying energy efficiency assets (loans) have either involved sales to a small group of private investors or have been structured with very
strong security or significant credit enhancement. There has also been little standardization of energy efficiency finance products between programs—underlying assets for these deals range from on-bill loans to tax assessments to unsecured loans. Two primary transaction structures have been observed: loan portfolio sales and bond sales, which are further categorized as revenue bonds or asset-backed securitizations.

Loan Portfolio Sales

A loan portfolio sale involves the direct transfer of ownership of one or more loans from the original lender to one or more investors. In this approach, loans are not packaged into tradable instruments. A portfolio sale is typically the most straightforward route to secondary market capital, due to its simple structure and limited need for specialized third-party advisors. Loan portfolio sales are likely to be cost effective when a relatively small volume of loans has been amassed (e.g., $50 million or less). One challenge with a loan portfolio sale is finding a buyer who may be willing to hold loans until maturity.

Bond Sales

Bonds attract a wider range of investors by packaging the cash flows from energy efficiency loans into tradable, liquid instruments. The greater liquidity of bonds may also lead to lower interest rates over time. However, bonds often carry higher upfront transaction costs due to the involvement of specialized legal and financial advisors and the costs of registering securities for issuance to the public. Thus, bond sales are typically appropriate for larger volumes of loans (e.g., $50 million and up).

Revenue Bonds

Revenue bonds are issued by a municipality or other public or quasi-public entity and are backed by designated revenue streams. In the energy efficiency context, the designated revenue streams are cash flows from underlying energy efficiency loans. Revenue bonds are scalable as demand grows—as long as underlying assets (e.g., new energy efficiency loans) exist to support bonds, additional revenue bonds may be issued.

Asset-Backed Securitizations

Asset-backed securitizations (ABS) are bonds that are created by aggregating a pool of loans and dividing it into tradable portions (securities). Asset-backed securitizations may be pursued by any type of bond issuer, public or private, and are a way of raising bond capital that is supported by project revenues. Executing an asset-backed securitization is a complicated process involving many specialized parties. As a result, upfront costs are relatively higher than other approaches. However, asset-based securitizations may appeal to a more diverse array of potential investors because of their liquid nature and multi-tiered structure, which may eventually lead to lower interest rates. Asset-backed securitizations also provide a pathway to a larger total pool of capital, which may help ensure that the investment needs of the energy efficiency services sector can be met as demand grows.

Energy Efficiency Financing Program Design: Secondary Market Considerations

Program administrators have a range of motivations for offering financing programs, from encouraging more projects and deeper savings, to expanding access to capital for under-served customer market segments, to incentivizing new technologies. To meet these policy goals, program administrators may offer tailored design features, including below-market interest rates, extended financing terms, non-traditional underwriting criteria, or novel security and collection mechanisms.

---

6 We focus on secondary market transactions of energy efficiency loans observed to date, specifically those secondary market approaches that are supported by underlying cash flows from primary loans or other financing arrangements, as opposed to repayment through taxes, surcharges, or other more general obligations. We draw this distinction because, in the long term, secondary market strategies that are supported by the underlying economics of individual transactions may be better equipped to accommodate growth in scale.
Interest Rates

Many energy efficiency financing programs offer below-market interest rates to consumers in order to expand participation or encourage deep retrofits. However, below-market interest rates may not be attractive on their own to secondary market investors. Program administrators offering below-market rates may receive lower proceeds from a secondary market sale than expected or may need to offer credit enhancement, at their own expense, to compensate investors. Alternatively, program administrators can respond by offering interest rates more in line with investors’ current expectations.

Loan Terms

In order to lower monthly payments to participating customers or more closely match loan payments to energy savings, program administrators may choose to offer longer loan terms than would be available in the private market. Secondary market investors are likely to view these longer terms as a source of risk and may expect an additional return or other forms of risk mitigation in exchange. If this tradeoff is not considered at the program design stage, it may lead to unexpected costs in order to attract secondary market investors at a later time.

Underwriting Criteria

To expand access to capital to underserved market segments and customers, some program administrators choose to loosen traditional underwriting metrics (e.g., FICO scores, debt to income ratios, borrower income, property value, payment history) or adopt alternative underwriting criteria (e.g., utility bill repayment history). However, for most secondary market investors, there is still insufficient history to understand how well alternative underwriting criteria can be relied upon to predict loan performance. Thus, until sufficient performance data exist, secondary market investors are likely to view expanded or alternative underwriting criteria as an additional source of risk for which they must be compensated.

Security and Collection Mechanism

Secondary market investors are likely to offer lower interest rates for secured loans than unsecured loans because secured loans offer some type of collateral asset (e.g., the resale value of a home) as a backup for any shortfalls in loan payments. However, offering unsecured loans may support important finance program or policy objectives (e.g., streamlining of application processes, providing access to those without home equity). Program administrators should take these considerations into account and decide whether they are significant enough to justify the potential difference in pricing.

Program administrators may also be interested in testing novel program design features, such as the PACE mechanism or on-bill loans, and whether they can obtain lower costs of capital for secondary market transactions based on PACE or on-bill mechanisms. Program administrators need to be aware that these novel security mechanisms are still being evaluated by lenders, investors, and other participants in the secondary market and may cause increased scrutiny or require credit enhancement.

As the above discussion illustrates, the program design objectives of administrators may not always overlap with the interests of potential secondary market investors. Program administrators can alter program design features to respond to secondary market investors’ preferences, although this may affect programmatic or policy goals. Alternatively, program administrators can preserve innovative design features but offer risk-reduction mechanisms or discounted sale terms to investors. Program administrators should be aware of and prepared for tradeoffs on these issues if they consider secondary market investments. As the basic data needed to assess the risk and performance characteristics of energy efficiency loans accumulates, investor and program administrators’ perspectives may come more into alignment, making these tradeoffs less pronounced.
Achieving a Transaction: Key Players, Their Concerns, and Potential Costs

It is important for program administrators that choose to pursue secondary market capital to understand key players, their concerns, and the steps required to achieve a direct portfolio sale or securitization. Understanding potential investors’ concerns can help explain (1) what types of information they may require about the assets for sale, and (2) the types of credit enhancement they may seek to ensure the soundness of their investment. Chapter 4 discusses these players and explores two options for mitigating perceived risk to investors in energy efficiency loans: providing access to detailed information and structuring the transaction to include credit enhancements.

Considerations for Program Administrators

Secondary markets for specialized energy efficiency loans can potentially offer a way of solving specific challenges with regard to capital supply and capital cost. Program administrators should consider how those needs factor into their overall programmatic objectives and then decide how secondary markets may help them address these issues.

As a first step, program administrators should examine their existing and projected levels of financing activity as well as any anticipated capital supply constraints. If capital is likely to become a constraining factor in program sustainability, then designing a program that will attract secondary market investors may present a viable solution.

Another major rationale for targeting secondary markets is to lower the cost of capital. A mature secondary market for energy efficiency loans could offer lower interest rates than those currently available. Policymakers and program administrators that are considering secondary markets as a way to lower the cost of capital should consider the “all-in” costs of these types of transactions.

Figure ES – 1 provides an illustration of two different ways in which program administrators might think about when to factor secondary markets into their program design considerations. In the “supply-focused” approach, the program administrator focuses on secondary markets at the early stages of a program life-cycle in anticipation of a future need to access secondary market capital. This approach may facilitate future secondary market transactions, although it may require expensive forms of credit enhancement to reassure investors until they grow comfortable with the performance of the underlying assets. It may also entail earlier standardization of loan products in line with the needs of secondary market investors, which may or may not align well with other programmatic objectives. In contrast, in the “demand-focused” approach, the administrator focuses primarily on more immediate programmatic objectives (e.g., driving consumer adoption of energy efficiency) while deferring program design choices that could facilitate secondary market transactions.
Figure ES - 1: Approaches to the Timing of Secondary Market Considerations

In the long run, it is likely that secondary market investors will play an important role in supporting energy efficiency investments. Attracting secondary market capital will be easier if investors are already familiar with energy efficiency loans. This may require building a demonstrated performance history over several years. With this in mind, some program administrators may choose to take the long view and establish products today that are designed to ensure that secondary market capital will be available and well-priced in the future.

Alternative Approaches

It is also important to acknowledge that alternative strategies exist which may help program administrators achieve their objectives with respect to capital supply and cost of capital. Alternative strategies can be broadly grouped into four categories (see Chapter 5 for examples of each approach):

1) Public or ratepayer funds,
2) Bonds that are not directly tied to project revenues;
3) Large lenders or local lender networks; and
4) Non-energy loan products.

Table ES - 2 compares these various capital supply options on several features such as cost of capital, size of capital supply, and other considerations. In general, ratepayer funds and bonds backed by ratepayers or taxpayers have lower costs of capital but are more constrained in terms of capital supply. In contrast, options that provide greater supply capacity also tend to correlate with higher capital costs. Proponents of secondary market strategies for energy efficiency financing maintain that a mature secondary market will bring down these costs over time.
### Table ES - 2: Weighing Capital Supply Alternatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cost of Capital</th>
<th>Size of Capital Supply</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratepayer/Public Funds</td>
<td>Low Cost Funding is flexible</td>
<td>Volume is limited by policy goals and willingness to invest tax/ratepayer dollars</td>
<td>Rate/taxpayer funds are unlikely to be sufficient to achieve all available EE; public models do not “educate” the capital market about EE assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Obligation Bonds or Ratepayer-Backed Bonds</td>
<td>Low Cost due to high ratings and authority to levy taxes or surcharges</td>
<td>Varies but not limitless. Bonding capacity and political will may limit capital availability</td>
<td>Costs are shifted onto taxpayers or ratepayers; municipal or SBC approaches do not “educate” the capital market about EE assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Lender Network / Large Lenders</td>
<td>Moderate Cost Some flexibility, within commercial norms</td>
<td>Varies by number and type of lender(s)</td>
<td>Local lenders / large lenders flexibility and interest in EE will vary widely; this approach does not “educate” the capital market about EE assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Markets</td>
<td>High all-in costs at present, may decrease over time; costs will follow credit rating</td>
<td>Very large potential supply, especially for investment grade securities</td>
<td>Secondary markets for EE are evolving and upfront costs of administration, setup and credit enhancement should be factored into decision making</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Decision-Making Framework

Figure ES - 2 provides a framework in the form of a “decision tree” that is designed to assist program administrators thinking through issues related to accessing secondary markets compared to other options to meet capital supply needs. Finance programs that anticipate a near-term capital supply constraint should consider secondary markets as one potential option for capital replenishment. For these programs, the choice of capital supply may depend on the availability of other options and the extent to which program design constraints and potential costs of secondary market approaches can be reconciled with other programmatic objectives. Programs that are less capital constrained at present but anticipate longer-term capital supply needs may choose to establish financing options that could facilitate secondary market investments at a later stage. Finally, program administrators that are experiencing relatively low levels of consumer demand in their finance program(s) may be better served with more flexible sources of capital. These program administrators should be aware that current program design choices using flexible capital sources may impact the ease with which they are able to access secondary market investments in the future.
Figure ES - 2: Framework for Considering Capital Supply Options
1. Introduction

Estimates of the total opportunity for investment in cost-effective energy efficiency in the United States are typically in the range of several hundred billion dollars (Choi Granade, et al., 2009 and Fulton & Brandenburg, 2012). To access this potential, many state policymakers and utility regulators have established aggressive energy efficiency savings targets. Current levels of tax payer and utility bill payer funding for energy efficiency is only a small fraction of the total investment needed to meet these targets (SEE Action Financing Solutions Working Group, 2013). Given this challenge, some energy efficiency program administrators are working to access private capital sources with the aim of amplifying the funds available for investment.

In this context, efficient access to secondary market capital (defined below) has been advanced as one important enabler of the energy efficiency industry “at scale.” Secondary markets for energy efficiency have been the subject of media articles (Lacey, 2014), expert roundtables (Smithwood & Hodum, 2013), policy papers (Milford, et al., 2014), and industry conferences (Bernard, 2014). Secondary markets have been described as “the future of energy efficiency financing,” (Smithwood & Hodum, 2013) and the key to unlocking billions in energy efficiency investments and shifting the industry toward a paradigm of private sector investment (Lacey, 2014).

Despite this attention, the question of what role secondary markets can play in bringing energy efficiency to scale is largely untested. Only a handful of transactions of energy efficiency loan products have been executed to date, and it is too soon to draw robust conclusions from these deals. At the same time, energy efficiency program administrators and policymakers face very real decisions regarding whether and how to access secondary markets as part of their energy efficiency deployment strategy.

This report is targeted at both (1) policymakers and program administrators who are less familiar with secondary markets and their significance in the energy efficiency context as well as (2) those that are more familiar with these concepts and may be actively considering secondary market strategies. The report aims to address the needs of both audiences by examining both general and more technical topics. This report can be read in its entirety or readers may choose to review only those sections most relevant to their situation, interests, and needs. Section 1.4 offers guidance on how to navigate the document.

The analysis in this report is based primarily upon research and interviews with key actors involved in secondary market sales of energy efficiency investments (see Chapter 2 for summary of these transactions). This report is based on activity observed to date; assessments of secondary markets for energy efficiency are likely to evolve over time as the market matures.

1.1. What Are Secondary Markets?

In the energy efficiency context, the primary capital market refers to initial financing of a loan between a customer and a lender. A credit union that makes a five-year loan to finance a small business’ heat pump replacement and lighting upgrade is a primary investor.

---

7 Choi Granade, et al. (2009) estimated that $520 billion of cost effective energy efficiency is untapped and Fulton & Brandenburg (2012) estimate $279 billion of cost effective energy efficiency. By comparison, asset-backed securitizations, one component of the U.S. bond market, are valued at $2 trillion (Sifma, 2012).

8 Other financial experts have noted that the need for prodigious amounts of capital for energy efficiency may only arise if solutions can be found to boost the “low level of effective demand,” which is “only likely to be addressed through strong regulatory requirements, retail consumer engagement strategies and/or other significant non-financial interventions” (Fulton & Brandenburg, 2012).

9 While there is no single definition of the energy efficiency market “at scale,” for our purposes, we take “at scale” to mean that total investment in energy efficiency is sufficient to meet policy goals and also begins to approach estimates of funding required to achieve all cost-effective energy efficiency.

10 The ten transactions we profile offer a thorough exploration of secondary market activity of specialized energy efficiency loans observed to date. However, we realize that not every transaction is represented.
The secondary market, then, refers to the resale of one or more loans to a new (secondary) investor. If demand for energy efficiency upgrades is high, the credit union in our example might make 100 similar loans and then decide to sell these loans to another investor. The sale frees up the credit union’s capital, allowing it to make (originate) new loans. The sale also gives investors who are interested in financing energy efficiency loans access to 100 existing projects.

A secondary market transaction can be as simple as the sale of a single loan from a primary lender to an investor. In mature secondary markets—such as those for car loans or home mortgages—transactions are more sophisticated. Mature secondary markets often rely on highly standardized loan products and involve the packaging of multiple loans into tradable instruments.

One important secondary market product, the asset-backed security (ABS), emerged in the 1970s and 1980s. An asset-backed security is a bond that is backed by assets that produce regular income, such as a portfolio of loans that generates monthly payments. The process of aggregating those assets and transforming them into tradable portions is known as securitization. Securitization is very common in the mortgage industry and has also been used for other forms of debt, including car loans, student loans and credit card debt.11

Secondary markets connect originators of financial products (e.g., retail banks) with investors who have large amounts of capital to deploy (e.g., pension funds and insurance companies). Originators increase their ability to fund new loans by trading long-term assets for cash from secondary market investors. Investors gain access to a large number of investment-ready assets without having to perform their own loan originations. The market as a whole benefits by connecting investors best suited to providing capital to a given product at scale, which may ultimately lead to more efficient and lower-cost financing. Access to secondary markets has played a key role in the development of large volumes of low-cost credit for mortgages, car loans, student loans, and credit cards.

1.1.1. What is an “Energy Efficiency Financing Product”?

Most consumers have choices when deciding how to finance an energy efficiency upgrade: they might use a credit card, take advantage of a utility-sponsored loan program, take out a personal loan, or put the upgrade onto their home equity line of credit. These options can be divided into two broad categories: specialized energy efficiency financing products and traditional products.

- **Specialized products** are loans or other financing products specifically intended to fund energy efficiency improvement projects. They may carry unique features that are conducive to energy efficiency lending, such as extended terms or the ability to make payments via a utility bill. These products are often supported by a utility or governmental sponsor. Examples include PACE (property-assessed clean energy) financing, program-sponsored energy efficiency loans, and on-bill products.

- **Traditional products** are conventional financing options that can be used to fund a range of purchases, including energy efficiency products or services. Examples include credit cards, home equity lines of credit, and personal unsecured loans.

This paper focuses on specialized products. More research is needed to determine the level of energy efficiency that is financed through specialized versus traditional products, as well as the potential to leverage traditional products to encourage more energy efficiency uptake. While mature traditional products likely make up the majority of financed energy efficiency investments today, some energy efficiency advocates have suggested that developing a mature market for specialized products may help bring down financing costs and offer other advantages, leading to increased penetration of these products. The optimal mix of traditional and specialized products remains an open question that may likely evolve over time as the energy efficiency services industry matures.

---

11 Securitization is only one way to sell debt onto the secondary market. In fact, for lower volumes of loans, it may be more cost-effective to simply sell the loan portfolio as a whole to an investor or financial institution.
1.2. Promise for Energy Efficiency Finance: Capital Supply and Cost of Capital

The potential value and benefits of a mature, efficient secondary market can be illustrated by examining one of the largest existing secondary markets: the secondary market for mortgages in the United States. The secondary mortgage market is large, complex, involves several government-backed agencies, and has been shaped by multiple policy and regulatory influences. Before the emergence of a secondary market, only lenders who were willing to hold mortgages to maturity would originate loans. The supply of mortgages was therefore limited by the number of willing lenders—in some communities, this might be a single lender making only as many loans as its own capital could support. The limited supply of mortgages and lack of competition between originators meant higher interest rates for borrowers.

Over time, a secondary market developed that connected primary lenders to many willing mortgage investors. Access to secondary investors meant that primary lenders no longer needed to hold mortgages to maturity. This allowed them to originate more loans and increased the overall supply of mortgage capital. At the same time, the popularization of mortgage-backed securities (MBS)—pools of multiple mortgages packaged into larger bonds—allowed secondary investors to purchase tradable portions of debt that could be held to maturity or sold to another investor later. Investors valued the ability to easily trade these MBS, known as liquidity, and offered lower interest rates as a result. Moreover, increasingly standardized mortgage contracts and underwriting criteria gave investors confidence that one MBS was similar to another, which reduced transaction and due diligence costs.

Eventually, the increase in market size (volume), the tradable (liquid) nature of mortgage-backed assets, and the standardization of mortgages into a distinct asset class led to lower interest rates for mortgage borrowers. In the energy efficiency context, a similar narrative could lead to development of a mature, efficient secondary market that would (1) provide energy efficiency financing programs with a sustainable and reliable source of capital, capable of meeting almost any conceivable level of demand; and (2) lead to lower costs of capital (i.e., borrowing costs). This narrative would primarily affect specialized energy efficiency products, which could emerge as a unique asset class available to secondary investors.

1.2.1. Specialized Energy Efficiency Products: Developing an Asset Class

A mature secondary market for energy efficiency products is more likely to develop if (1) investors become familiar with specialized energy efficiency loan products; (2) originators successfully create tradable energy efficiency-backed instruments; and (3) some degree of standardization occurs. This could make more, lower-cost capital available, which would translate into lower interest rates for consumers. If consumer demand increases in response to these lower interest rates, total energy efficiency investment and savings would increase, moving the market closer to the vision of energy efficiency “at scale.” Furthermore, if specialized energy efficiency loans outperform comparable loans over time, investors, realizing this, could reward energy efficiency products with even lower interest rates. This would further lower borrowing costs and, again assuming sufficient demand, could further boost adoption.

---

12 Our discussion of the secondary mortgage market is not meant to imply that lessons learned in this area can be directly translated to the energy efficiency context.

13 Mortgage-backed securities are a subset of asset-backed securities.

14 This development would have less impact on traditional products used for energy efficiency since, for the most part, mature secondary markets already exist for these products.

15 It is also possible that multiple asset classes could develop (e.g., PACE-backed securities, on-bill backed securities).

16 Traditionally, demand for energy efficiency loans has been low, even at near-zero interest rates, unless loans are coupled with strong marketing, large incentives, and other programmatic support. See Fuller et al (2010) “Driving Demand for Home Energy Improvements” and SEE Action (2014) “Financing Energy Improvements on Utility Bills: Market Updates and Key Program Design Considerations for Policymakers and Administrators” for discussion.
1.2.2. **Traditional Products Used to Finance Energy Efficiency: Recognizing and Rewarding Performance**

Mature secondary markets already exist for credit card debt, mortgages, and other traditional financing products and, presumably, the benefits of a secondary market have already been realized. The challenge for traditional products, then, is (1) determining if traditional financing products used by consumers to fund energy efficiency investments outperform products used for other purchases, and (2) encouraging lenders to reward that performance with preferential terms. Modifying existing financing tools to accommodate energy efficiency can also play a role in driving the energy efficiency market to scale. Early progress is evident: after successful pilots, Fannie Mae’s Multifamily Property Improvements to Reduce Energy (M-PIRE) mortgage product, which allows for inclusion of energy and water cost savings in underwriting calculations, has been formalized and offered more broadly. M-PIRE loans may eventually be packaged into a “green MBS” offering (Henderson, 2014). Program administrators and policymakers should track progress in this area closely and may wish to support traditional products as complements or as an alternative to specialized energy efficiency products.

1.3. **Secondary Markets for Energy Efficiency: Key Unknowns and Uncertainties**

The secondary market for specialized energy efficiency products is immature at present. In many cases, existing pools of capital (e.g., primary lender capital, utility or other public capital) have been largely sufficient to meet demand from existing efficiency programs. In some cases, program administrators have chosen to tap secondary markets and a handful of transactions of specialized energy efficiency products have occurred. The ten secondary market transactions profiled in Chapter 2 have occurred within the past five years (or are still pending) and represent a total volume of just over $400 million.

Given the limited number of secondary market transactions for energy efficiency to date, key questions remain regarding the potential impact of secondary markets for energy efficiency financing. Aside from general questions regarding the level of demand for specialized energy efficiency products, it is unclear whether energy efficiency will eventually be treated by investors as a distinct asset class that tends to outperform other comparable loans. If this theory can be proven by tracking the performance of energy efficiency investments over time, then energy efficiency investments might receive better terms than comparable consumer loans, which could lead to a lower cost of capital from secondary market investors. However, questions remain as to the degree to which early adoption by largely creditworthy customers has driven strong observed performance to date. If the market for energy efficiency expands to a broader cross-section and the performance of energy efficiency investments begins to mirror other asset types, then a performance-related cost advantage may not materialize.

The timeframe over which cost advantages will materialize is also unknown. In the short run, secondary markets may not always represent the lowest cost of capital, particularly when transaction costs and credit enhancements are taken into account. Primary capital providers (e.g., networks of local banks and credit unions) may accept lower rates of return with less external loss protection and lower transaction costs. To compete on cost, secondary markets for energy efficiency may need to achieve large enough volumes to spread out the fixed costs of transaction structuring while reducing investors’ perceived risks.

---


18 The appropriate comparable loan type will vary depending on the type of energy efficiency financing product in question (e.g., PACE assessments might be compared to mortgages while unsecured energy efficiency loans might be compared to other consumer loans). Theoretically, outperformance could be due to the profiles of typical energy efficiency customers or the additional cash flows that result from energy savings.
1.4. Report Organization

The remainder of this report is organized into four sections. Chapter 2 defines secondary markets specifically in the context of energy efficiency and provides a typology of energy efficiency-related secondary market transactions. Chapter 3 describes a series of program design choices that may be important for program administrators to consider as they weigh the pursuit of secondary market capital against other program objectives and highlights tradeoffs and potential solutions. Chapter 4 provides a technical look at the perspectives of key actors (e.g., rating agencies) in secondary market transactions and summarizes their views on approaches to address risks associated with purchasing energy efficiency loans. Finally, Chapter 5 offers a roadmap to help program administrators think through how and when secondary markets may fit in with their broader programmatic goals and objectives and compares secondary markets as a capital source with various alternatives that may serve near-term capital needs and facilitate other programmatic objectives. Appendices A and B profile two of the transactions discussed in Chapter 2 (Craft 3-Self-Help and WHEEL) and Appendix C offers additional detail on credit enhancement.
2. Energy Efficiency Programs: Secondary Market Approaches

In this chapter, we focus on secondary market transactions of energy efficiency loans observed to date, specifically those secondary market approaches that are supported by underlying cash flows from primary loans or other financing arrangements, as opposed to repayment through taxes, surcharges, or more general obligations. We draw this distinction because secondary market strategies that are supported by the underlying economics of individual transactions may be better equipped to accommodate growth in scale.

We also present a typology of secondary market transactions that is primarily dependent on two key factors: the transaction structure and the type of secondary investor. Transaction structures include (1) portfolio sales, which involve the direct transfer of ownership of a pool of loans, and (2) bond sales, which constitute packaging a pool of loans and dividing it into tradable securities. Bond sales are further categorized into revenue bonds and asset-backed securities, each of which is discussed below.

2.1. Transaction Structure

Secondary market transaction structures can be broken down into direct loan portfolio sales and bond sales. Each of these structures is described in more detail with a focus on key elements such as cost, complexity, and suitability to various programmatic objectives.

2.1.1. Loan Portfolio Sales

A loan portfolio sale involves the direct transfer of ownership of one or more loans from the original lender to another investor (see Figure 1). Table 1 summarizes the two loan portfolio sale transactions observed to date.

A loan portfolio sale is typically the most straightforward route to secondary market capital and is likely to be cost effective when a relatively small volume of loans has been amassed. In essence, a willing buyer or buyers is all that is needed. Transaction structures are generally less complicated as they do not involve the creation of tradable securities or the formation of any new legal entities. Servicing arrangements can be simplified by allowing the original lender to continue collecting payments as a loan servicer, whereas third-party servicers are generally needed to collect bond payments.

The roles of third parties (e.g., lawyers and investment bankers) are usually more limited in loan portfolio sales and sales do not need to be evaluated by credit rating agencies. These factors make loan portfolio sales one of the more economical options for accessing secondary market capital. However,

---

THE VALUE OF LIQUIDITY

Liquidity refers to how easily an asset can be bought or sold in a marketplace. Stocks that are actively traded on exchanges are examples of highly liquid assets, while homes and antique cars are illiquid assets. Less common assets are more illiquid than common assets and may be less desirable as a result.

Investors will assess an asset’s “liquidity risk”—the risk that the asset cannot be bought or sold quickly—when making their purchase decisions and may increase required yields (interest rates) for less liquid assets.

---

19 For example, in a loan portfolio sale, ownership of the loans may be transferred from the original lender to the purchaser, though payments may still be made to the original capital provider through a servicing arrangement. By contrast, in a bond sale, the original lender may continue to be the loan holder, but the cash flows they receive may be pledged to bond investors.

20 Customer payments may still be made to the original lender, if the lender continues to act as a loan servicer, but the actual obligation after the transfer is owned by the purchaser.
loan portfolio sales do not contribute to the creation of a mature, efficient secondary market that is based on tradable, liquid securities.

A major challenge in a loan portfolio sale is finding a buyer that is interested in purchasing and holding a large pool of energy efficiency loans for an extended time period (see sidebar “the Value of Liquidity”). Finding a buyer with enough long-term capital that is not already deployed in a comparably economical investment may not always be an easy task (see the “Craft 3 and Self-Help” sidebar for a discussion of a portfolio sale to a single investor).

Given the challenges of finding a single buyer, another option is to seek out a consortium of loan portfolio purchasers who can each provide capital in exchange for a share of the loans. The consortium approach enables the participation of multiple investors that can each invest a portion of the capital needed to facilitate a sale (see the “Keystone HELP” sidebar for an example of a portfolio sale to a consortium). While this approach may be easier than locating a single buyer for the loan portfolio, it can add complexities to the transaction (e.g., support from a specialized investment banking firm or formation of a new legal entity).

---

21 While some bond investors may also be looking for long-term, predictable cash flows, those cash flows are seen as less risky if they are more easily tradable in the case of a downturn.

---
2.1.2. Bond Sales

Bond sales can also take various forms, such as municipal revenue bonds or asset-backed securitizations. Bonds attract a wider range of investors by packaging the cash flows from energy efficiency loans into tradable, liquid instruments. This arrangement allows investors that do not typically lend directly to individual borrowers (e.g., pension funds and insurance companies) to participate by providing up-front capital in exchange for cash received over time. The greater liquidity of bonds may also lead to lower interest rates over time. However, bonds often carry higher upfront transaction costs, so are typically appropriate for larger volumes of loans.

2.1.2.1 Private Placements and Public Offers

Both revenue bonds and asset-backed securities may be issued as a private placement or a public offer. Private placements are sales directly to qualified institutional investors (e.g., insurance companies, pension funds). While most bond sales must be registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, private placements are exempt from registration. The greater liquidity of bonds may also lead to lower interest rates over time. However, bonds often carry higher upfront transaction costs, so are typically appropriate for larger volumes of loans.

Concerns about the potential to offload holdings (if necessary) are assuaged by the division of bond issuances into small, tradable instruments, the collective value of which roughly equates to the value of the expected underlying cash flows. More complex bond offerings (e.g., asset-backed securities) may attract an even wider investment pool by fragmenting rights to those cash flows and selling them in batches that mirror the interests of different types of investors.

For more information on qualified institutional investors, see the Internal Revenue Service’s “Regulation D” http://www.sec.gov/answers/rule506.htm

---

22 Loans, as structured, are not highly liquid investments, given that they represent long-term obligations that place the lender in an ongoing relationship with the customer, typically over a number of years. Individual lenders may be constrained in the amount of capital they have available to tie up in these types of arrangements.

23 Concerns about the potential to offload holdings (if necessary) are assuaged by the division of bond issuances into small, tradable instruments, the collective value of which roughly equates to the value of the expected underlying cash flows. More complex bond offerings (e.g., asset-backed securities) may attract an even wider investment pool by fragmenting rights to those cash flows and selling them in batches that mirror the interests of different types of investors.

24 For more information on qualified institutional investors, see the Internal Revenue Service’s “Regulation D” http://www.sec.gov/answers/rule506.htm
and Exchange Commission (SEC), private placement transactions are exempt from many of these requirements. The transaction costs of private placements may be lower than public offers, because of less extensive due diligence requirements, lower legal costs, and exemption from some SEC registration requirements. However, while upfront transaction costs of private placements may be lower than publicly offered bonds, required yields to investors are typically higher in the private placement market, as private bonds are less liquid and often cannot be traded for at least a year after purchase (Advantus Capital, 2013). The private placement market is smaller in terms of total capital availability, constituting only about 5% of the bond market (Advantus Capital, 2013). By contrast, a public offering is made available to all investors and can be broadly advertised. Publicly offered bonds may offer lower interest rates due to the larger pool of investors and higher liquidity of the public market (i.e., bonds do not need to be held for a certain period of time). Public offerings generally require third-party underwriters and typically must be reviewed by an independent rating agency and registered with the SEC. If underlying volume is relatively small, the additional transaction costs may not always outweigh the potential for lower interest rates available in the public bond market. Program administrators may choose to pursue publicly offered bond issuances as a way of demonstrating their commitment to long-term objectives (e.g., opening up the energy efficiency market to the widest possible array of private investors).

### 2.1.2.2 Revenue Bonds

Revenue bonds, which can be offered either privately or publicly, are one capital replenishment option for a publicly administered finance program (or privately administered program that partners with a public or quasi-public agency). Revenue bonds are issued by a municipality or other public or quasi-public entity and are backed by designated revenue streams, which, in the energy efficiency context, are cash flows from underlying energy efficiency loans (see Figure 2). The transactions described in this section were structured as revenue bonds. Traditionally, revenue bonds are backed by revenues for essential services (e.g., tolls or fees). In the energy efficiency context, revenue bonds are backed by repayment of the underlying loans which is linked, at least conceptually, to cost avoidance. Perhaps because of this less common revenue source, the transactions described include additional credit enhancement (i.e., bond investors have extra assurance, beyond the performance of the underlying assets, that they will be repaid).

---

25 Advantus Capital’s analysis suggests that the difference may be approximately 20–60 basis points.

26 The transactions described in this section were structured as revenue bonds. Traditionally, revenue bonds are backed by revenues for essential services (e.g., tolls or fees). In the energy efficiency context, revenue bonds are backed by repayment of the underlying loans which is linked, at least conceptually, to cost avoidance. Perhaps because of this less common revenue source, the transactions described include additional credit enhancement (i.e., bond investors have extra assurance, beyond the performance of the underlying assets, that they will be repaid).
summarizes selected examples of revenue bonds supporting energy efficiency loan programs.

The link to designated revenues distinguishes revenue bonds from other types of municipal bonds, such as general obligation bonds, which are backed by the full faith and credit of the issuing jurisdiction and are typically repaid through various kinds of taxes. Revenue bonds may be more scalable as the energy efficiency market grows, compared to general obligation bonds. As long as underlying assets (energy efficiency loans) exist to support bonds, additional revenue bonds may be issued. By contrast, public entities can only issue general obligation bonds up to a designated “cap.”

Municipal revenue bonds have been used in all market sectors—residential, commercial/industrial, and public/institutional—to access secondary market capital for energy efficiency projects, though only to a limited extent. These issuances, as early proofs of concept, are characterized by unique risk-mitigation features (see “Delaware’s Sustainable Energy Utility” and “NYSERDA Municipal Revenue Bonds” sidebars for two examples).

Municipal revenue bonds have also been used to raise capital for PACE programs. In some jurisdictions, individual PACE projects have been aggregated into larger municipal bonds that are tied to the payments from underlying projects. In the commercial sector, examples of this model include the Toledo-Lucas County Port Authority and the Connecticut “C-PACE” program (see Table 2 for more detail on these transactions). PACE bond issuances have not generally relied upon a guarantee to back up their revenue streams, which is likely due to the strong security inherent to the PACE structure (see Chapter 4).

| Table 2: Municipal Revenue Bonds: Example Transactions |
|-----------------------------------|-------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Transaction Date                  | NYSERDA     | Toledo PACE     | Connecticut C-PACE | Delaware SEU    |
| Transaction Structure             | Municipal Revenue Bonds (QECB) | Municipal Revenue Bonds (QECB) | Municipal Revenue Bonds | Municipal Revenue Bond |
| Investor Type                     | $24M Public Offer | $16.5M Private Placement | $30M Private Placement | $73M Public Offer |
| Secondary Market Investor(s)      | Many, including impact investors | Not reported | Clean Fund, CGB | Many |
| Primary Capital                   | RGGI funds | Municipal revenue bonds | Municipal revenue bonds | ESCO contracts |

In the public/institutional market sector, municipal revenue bonds have also been used to facilitate ESCO projects, although such projects are more often funded using general obligation bonds.

2.1.2.3 Asset-Backed Securities

There are often legislative limits on the aggregate amount of general obligation bonds that a jurisdiction may issue, as increasing a jurisdiction’s total debt burden may impact its credit rating and could also mean increasing constituent tax burdens. Municipal revenue bonds can potentially avoid these limits, as they are tied only to the revenue that supports them.
Asset-backed securitizations are bonds that are created by aggregating a pool of loans and dividing it into tradable portions (securities) [see “The HERO Bond Sale” sidebar for an example and Figure 3 for detail]. Asset-backed securitizations may be pursued by any type of bond issuer and are a way of raising bond capital that is supported by project revenues. Table 3 summarizes asset-backed securitizations observed to date in the energy efficiency market.

Asset-backed securities are typically divided into separate pools called tranches that vary in terms of repayment schedules and priorities (e.g., some tranches may be paid later and absorb losses if remaining funds fall short) and are sold separately with their own credit ratings. Subordinate tranches with lower ratings typically offer higher yields. The process of creating and selling separate tranches of securities can be important in attracting different types of investors with different risk and reward preferences. This feature allows asset-backed securitizations to cater to the broadest possible investor base, which may increase liquidity, capital availability, and scalability.

Table 3: Asset-backed Securitization: Example Transactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>HERO PACE I</th>
<th>HERO PACE II</th>
<th>WHEEL (forthcoming)</th>
<th>Kilowatt (forthcoming)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Date</td>
<td>February 2014</td>
<td>October 2014</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller (Type)</td>
<td>WRCOG (Quasi-public)</td>
<td>WRCOG and SANBAG (Quasi-Public)</td>
<td>WHEEL SPV (Private)</td>
<td>Kilowatt (Private)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Sector of Underlying Loans</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Structure</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Securitization</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Securitization</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Securitization</td>
<td>Asset-Backed Securitization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>$104M</td>
<td>$129M</td>
<td>TBD, targeting $100M</td>
<td>TBD, targeting $100M+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investor Type</td>
<td>Private Placement</td>
<td>Private Placement</td>
<td>Public Offer</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Market Investor(s)</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Capital</td>
<td>Limited obligation improvement bonds</td>
<td>Limited Obligation Improvement Bonds</td>
<td>Citibank/Pennsylvania Treasury line of credit</td>
<td>Citibank line of credit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Western Riverside Council of Governments (WRCOG) and San Bernardino Associated Governments (SANBAG), quasi-public agencies in Southern California, have completed the only asset-backed securitizations in the energy efficiency arena, a $104 million issuance in February 2014 and a $129 million issuance in October 2014. These bond issuances were backed by a pool of municipal PACE bonds that were established to fund residential energy efficiency projects through the Home Energy Renovate Opportunity (HERO) program, administered by Renovate America. These transactions received AA ratings from a credit rating agency, even though the issuance was sold in a private placement. Nonetheless, this transaction may represent a first step in an evolution toward publicly offered asset-backed securities that can broaden the investor base for the energy efficiency industry.

28 Tranches are also possible in municipal revenue bond issuances, but are much less common.
29 In the case of energy efficiency programs, some of the additional yield may be sacrificed to more senior investors in order to attract them to the transaction.
Executing an asset-backed securitization is a complicated process involving many specialized parties (see Chapter 4 for more detail and text box “In-House vs Third-Party options for discussion on how to approach this complexity). As a result, upfront costs are relatively higher than other approaches. However, their liquid nature and multi-tranched structure makes ABS appealing to the largest pool of investors.

The sidebar, “Paths to Asset-Backed Securitizations,” explores options available to programs interested in an ABS approach.

Two corporate entities, Renewable Funding, with its Warehouse for Energy Efficiency Loans (WHEEL), and Kilowatt Financial, are building toward privately led asset-backed securitizations (see Appendix B for more detail on WHEEL). Both of these entities have received initial capital from private lenders that is used to originate unsecured residential energy efficiency loans and “warehouse” them until sufficient volume is reached to justify an asset-backed securitization (ABS).

In the WHEEL model, Renewable Funding requires participating efficiency finance programs to adhere to certain minimum loan standards and also to contribute capital, which absorbs potential losses and protects investors. By contrast, Kilowatt Financial offers its own financing products with purely private money to customers and selectively utilizes program capital to further reduce rates to end consumers. These different approaches can be attributed to different theories about how to attract investors. WHEEL will attempt to bring in investors by (1) standardizing the underlying loans to make them easier to analyze, and (2) including credit enhancement in the form of subordinate capital. Kilowatt Financial’s strategy is to treat unsecured energy efficiency loans more like other types of unsecured consumer debt (e.g., student loans) and facilitate the application of traditional rating agency analytical methods, which can account for a wide range of underlying credit profiles.

In either model, achieving an asset-backed securitization of unsecured residential energy efficiency loans may be expensive, at least initially. In the WHEEL model, these costs are mostly absorbed by the subordinate capital contributed by program administrators. Kilowatt Financial’s model depends less on program capital and instead hopes to use proprietary analysis of historical loan data to offer compelling rates to consumers.
IN-HOUSE VERSUS THIRD-PARTY APPROACHES TO BOND SALES

By opting into existing third-party bond sale programs (e.g., WHEEL, Kilowatt Financial), program administrators can outsource most of the activities involved in achieving a secondary market transaction. For example, The Energy Programs Consortium and the National Association of State Energy Officials are supporters of WHEEL and wish to offer this option to program administrators. By contrast, in-house, self-designed bond sales, such as the HERO or NYSERDA transactions, require a program administrator to complete (or contract for) all tasks required to execute the sale.

Third-party providers are likely to assess an additional administrative fee in some form. Program administrators should consider these fees against the time and resource requirements of a self-designed approach. Program administrators should also be aware of any program design constraints that may be imposed if they rely on a third-party approach (e.g., underwriting criteria, interest rates to participants) and judge if those criteria are in line with program goals.

When deciding between an in-house or third-party model, program administrators should consider internal resources and capabilities, administrative costs, and the relative importance of flexibility in program design. Program administrators may wish to revisit this decision occasionally, as market conditions evolve and third-party offerings mature.

2.1.2.4 Comparing Municipal Revenue Bonds and Asset-backed Securities

Program administrators should consider the relative merits of municipal revenue bonds and asset-backed securitizations. Both options may be possible, assuming that the efficiency financing program is administered by or can partner with a public entity or affiliate that can act as an issuer of municipal bonds.30

The primary advantages of municipal revenue bonds are their relative simplicity and lower transaction costs. Municipal bond structures tend to avoid a multi-tranche format and frequently offer a single, fixed-rate obligation to all investors. Overall, legal and investment banking fees are generally lower in a municipal bond issuance.31 Rating agency fees are usually lower and the rating methods and processes for municipal revenue bonds tend to be more straightforward.32 For example, NYSERDA indicated that it encountered barriers in its first unsuccessful attempt to obtain a rating for its portfolio of efficiency loans because the transaction was initially analyzed as an asset-backed securitization and insufficient performance data of the pledged loans was available to support an ABS structure. The NYSERDA deal was eventually issued as a municipal bond with credit enhancement (Pitkin, Green Jobs New York Program, 2014).

However, there may be other programmatic reasons to pursue asset-backed securitizations. Asset-backed securitizations generally offer access to a more diverse array of potential investors, given their multi-tranche structure, and arguably provide a pathway to a larger total pool of capital.33

---

30 Public entities can issue municipal bonds on behalf of private entities for private purposes, known as “private activity bonds.” While private activity bonds are generally taxable, certain building types and uses may qualify for tax exemption or federal subsidies, such as those available under the qualified energy conservation bond program.

31 There is generally no need for the formation of a special purpose vehicle to which the underlying assets are sold or for a third-party trustee to oversee such a legal entity (see Chapter 4 for more detail).

32 This is likely due in part to the fact that public jurisdictions have historically repaid their debts more consistently than the wide range of private entities that may seek to issue rated asset-backed securities. Municipal revenue bond rating analysts tend to focus more on the characteristics of a jurisdiction—including the possibility of jurisdictional bankruptcy, given legal uncertainty as to whether a jurisdiction’s general creditors may have rights to municipal bond revenues. By contrast, analysts of asset-backed securitization generally focus more on repayment risks, transaction structures, and credit enhancements. See KNN Public Finance (2012) for more on this comparison.

33 Issuances of municipal revenue bonds and asset-backed securities, not including mortgages, are roughly comparable on an annual basis, at $189 billion in each market in 2013. With mortgages included, however, the asset-backed securitization market is much larger, with total issuances in the range of $2 trillion (Sifma, 2014).
2.2. Transaction Matrix

Table 4 summarizes the basic features of all transactions described in this chapter. To our knowledge, a similarly comprehensive summary of secondary market transactions backed by energy efficiency financing products has not been compiled previously. These transactions are relatively recent with the oldest occurring in 2011. As a result, there is relatively little experience to assess the performance of efficiency loan portfolios in secondary markets.

These early transactions have generally been small compared to the typical size of a regular bond issuance (which is often $100 million or more). A range of primary capital sources supported initial loan activity, and underlying loans made in all market sectors (residential, commercial, and public/institutional) have successfully been sold in secondary market transactions. Secondary investors in energy efficiency loans range from single, mission-driven purchasers to multiple buyers from the public bond market. Transactions that pursued credit ratings were rated highly, perhaps in part due to substantial credit enhancement features, which most transactions, rated or unrated, required to move forwards.

Given that each of these transactions differs in terms of liquidity, transaction features, and market conditions at the time of issuance, direct yield comparisons cannot be made. Moreover, the level of credit enhancement and other factors can have a significant impact on the overall cost of capital beyond the yield shown in Table 4.
### Table 4: Summary of Selected Energy Efficiency Secondary Market Transactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>$15.7M</td>
<td>$24M</td>
<td>$104M</td>
<td>$129M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transaction Type</td>
<td>Portfolio Sale</td>
<td>Portfolio Sale</td>
<td>Revenue Bond (as QECB)</td>
<td>Revenue Bond</td>
<td>Revenue Bond</td>
<td>Revenue Bond</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
<td>ABS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seller (Type)</td>
<td>Craft3 (Private)</td>
<td>PA Treasury (Public)</td>
<td>NYSERDA (Public)</td>
<td>Toledo Lucas-County Port Authority (Public)</td>
<td>Public Finance Authority - conduit (Public)</td>
<td>Delaware SEU (Quasi-public)</td>
<td>WRCOG (Quasi-public)</td>
<td>WRCOG and SANBAG (Quasi-public)</td>
<td>WHEEL SPV (Private)</td>
<td>Kilowatt (Private)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Capital Source</td>
<td>Craft 3 funds</td>
<td>Treasury funds</td>
<td>RGII funds</td>
<td>Municipal revenue bonds</td>
<td>Municipal revenue bonds</td>
<td>ESCO contracts</td>
<td>Limited Obligation Improvement Bonds</td>
<td>Limited Obligation Improvement Bonds</td>
<td>Citibank/Pennsylvania Treasury line of credit</td>
<td>Citibank line of credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market Sector of Underlying Loans</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>Public/Institutional</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
<td>Residential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investor(s) if Known</td>
<td>Self-Help</td>
<td>Fox Chase, WSFS Bank, National Penn</td>
<td>Many, including impact investors</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Clean Fund, CGB</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rating</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>AAA/Aaa</td>
<td>Unrated</td>
<td>Unrated</td>
<td>Unrated</td>
<td>AA+</td>
<td>AA</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>11 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield*</td>
<td>5.99%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>4.75%</td>
<td>3.99%</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Maturity</td>
<td>20 years</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>7 years</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>Not reported</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>11 years</td>
<td>TBD</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credit Enhance ment (see Chapter 4 for definitions)</td>
<td>Reserve Account, Partial Guarantee</td>
<td>Sub-ordination</td>
<td>Loan Guarantee</td>
<td>Reserve Account</td>
<td>Sale at discount</td>
<td>Appropriations-backing (guarantee)</td>
<td>Over-collateralization (3%), Liquidity Reserve (3% growing to 7%), Excess Spread (4%)</td>
<td>Over-collateralization, Liquidity Reserve (3% growing to 7%), Excess Spread (4%)</td>
<td>Sub-ordination (~20%)</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Yield to investors. Note that effective cost of capital to issuers may be lower than yield in the case of QECBs, which receive an interest rate subsidy.

In this chapter, we discuss program design features that may affect the ease with which programs can access secondary market capital, including interest rates, underwriting criteria, collateral, and collection mechanisms. Program administrators that pursue secondary market capital may confront tradeoffs that arise due to secondary market investors’ expectations and priorities.  

3.1. Interest Rates

Many energy efficiency financing programs offer below-market interest rates to participants in order to expand participation or encourage deep retrofits. However, these below-market interest rates may not be attractive, on their own, to secondary market investors. Early experiences suggest that secondary market investors may expect energy efficiency loan products to offer competitive, market-rate returns, even if the underlying loans were offered to program participants at sub-market rates. This has meant that programs either receive lower proceeds than expected from a secondary market sale or must offer credit enhancement, at their own expense, to compensate investors. Program administrators could also respond by offering interest rates more in line with investors’ current expectations.

This dynamic is illustrated by the WHEEL program, which is designed to meet secondary market investors’ expectations (see Appendix B). WHEEL’s base interest rate to participants is 9.99% for a ten-year unsecured loan. This interest rate assumes that program administrators contribute, on average, a 20% match as subordinate capital. Administrators can contribute additional program capital if they wish to further lower the interest rate to participants, but there is a cost to the program administrator associated with this approach. Because WHEEL relies on standard loan terms offered at rates that are intended to be attractive to secondary investors, interest rates offered to participants may be higher than program administrators would prefer in their program design.

3.2. Loan Terms

In order to lower monthly payments to participating customers or more closely match loan payments to energy savings, program administrators may choose to offer longer loan terms than would be available in the private market. While a typical consumer loan term might be five to ten years at double-digit interest rates, energy efficiency financing programs have offered similar loan products with fifteen-year terms for mid- to high-single digits. Some program administrators have judged that the risks of extending financing over this longer term are justified because of the potential benefits of longer loan terms (e.g., additional uptake, deeper retrofits).

Secondary market investors may view these longer terms as a source of risk and might expect additional return or other forms of risk mitigation. In the Craft3 loan portfolio sale to Self-Help, Craft3’s underlying loans were fifteen-year semi-secured residential loans (see Appendix A). As the loans had already been made, Craft3 could not...

---

34 Throughout this section, we discuss secondary investors as a group for purposes of simplification. Secondary market investors are as diverse as primary lenders and have a range of profit motivations, mission objectives, and attitudes towards risk.

35 Below-market interest rates can be offered using program or public funds or through a risk reduction arrangement with a private capital provider (e.g., a loan loss reserve). In either case, lower returns on capital or the cost of credit enhancements are implicitly justified by the policy objectives of the program.

36 Administrative costs of secondary market transactions can also increase the interest rate offered to participants. Loan loss reserves or other credit enhancements can bridge this gap but are not without cost. Program administrators offering subsidized interest rates should consider the magnitude of this interest rate gap and be aware of the potential costs of closing it (see Chapter 4).

37 For example, see Wells Fargo personal line of credit rates at https://www.wellsfargo.com/personal_credit/products/options/unsecured_line

38 Program administrators may also have access to a source of capital that allows for this flexibility.

39 Craft3’s loans were secured by a second lien on some properties, but challenges with data collection and reconciliation limited the value of this security feature.
increase interest rates to existing participants and chose to offer risk reduction mechanisms to address Self-Help’s perception of the risk on these long-term loans.

Program administrators should be aware of how secondary market investors may view longer loan terms, especially for unsecured products. Longer-lived loans will be exposed to multiple economic cycles, which may impact loan performance. If this tradeoff is not considered at the program design stage, it may lead to unexpected costs in order to attract secondary market investors at a later time.

It is also worth considering the relative importance of longer loan terms to customers and their effectiveness in driving demand. Some program administrators that offer a range of loan terms have noted that many consumers often prefer short- or medium-term products. For example, in Connecticut’s Smart-E loan program, approximately 40% of borrowers choose a five-year loan, the shortest of several available loan terms (State of Connecticut, 2014). The benefit of offering longer terms should be assessed in light of tradeoffs and costs that could arise when taking long term loans to the secondary market.  

3.3. Underwriting Criteria

To expand access to capital to underserved market segments and customers, some program administrators choose to loosen traditional underwriting metrics (e.g., FICO scores, debt to income ratios, borrower income, property value, payment history, and more) or adopt alternative underwriting criteria (e.g., utility bill repayment history). Programs can also take a hybrid approach, combining expanded traditional criteria with alternative ones (SEE Action Financing Solutions Working Group, 2014).

An increasing number of efficiency finance programs are using expanded or alternative underwriting criteria (SEE Action Financing Solutions Working Group, 2014). However, for most secondary market investors, there is still insufficient history to understand how well alternative underwriting criteria can be relied upon to predict loan performance. Until sufficient performance data exist, secondary market investors are likely to view expanded or alternative underwriting criteria as an additional source of risk for which they must be compensated.

In the Craft3 and Self-Help example, Craft3’s program design included both expanded underwriting criteria (i.e., customers with FICO scores as low as 590 could qualify for loans) and alternative underwriting criteria (e.g., utility bill payment history). Given the unproven performance of on-bill efficiency loans, Craft3 anticipated the need for credit enhancement to facilitate a secondary market sale. Indeed, Self-Help decided to exclude some loans from the sale, including those made to individuals with credit scores of 620 or below. Self-Help’s decision reduced the size of the asset sale and required Craft3 to keep some portion of the loan portfolio on their balance sheet.  

While the number of loans below Self-Help’s cut-off was small, other programs may reach more customers with a broader range of credit profiles, particularly as energy efficiency expands beyond early adopters.

NYSERDA’s securitization of its Green Jobs Green New York loan portfolio offers a similar example of a proactive, hybrid approach to this issue. At the outset of its program, NYSERDA created two types of loans products: Tier 1 loans based on traditional underwriting criteria, and tier 2 loans based on expanded underwriting criteria. NYSERDA’s intention was to securitize only the tier 1 loans, which most secondary market investors found acceptable. Then, as investors became more comfortable with the performance of all loans, NYSERDA planned to blend both tier 1 and tier 2 loans into future securitizations (Pitkin, Green Jobs Green New York Program, 2014). In its first secondary market sale, NYSERDA included only the tier 1 loans.

Program administrators may want to consider and assess the potential benefits of a preemptive tiered approach. A program with multiple loan products (i.e., a tiered system) may have higher set-up and ongoing administrative costs, but this approach may also reduce time and cost during a secondary market sale. The tradeoff of pursuing a

---

40 Initially, Craft3 offered 20-year loans, but reduced the maximum term to 15 years to make them more salable, after customers turned out to be less interested than expected in long-term financing.

41 Not all loans were excluded for FICO score reasons (see Appendix A).
tiered approach is that riskier assets are isolated and not supported by better performing assets. This segregation may compromise program administrators’ goals to increase access to capital to a range of borrowers.

Secondary market investors also typically require very consistent application of underwriting criteria as these investors are one step removed from the initial underwriting process. This may reduce a program administrator’s flexibility in considering applicants for a financing program who fall just shy of eligibility criteria. Program administrators looking toward secondary markets should bear this in mind if programmatic goals call for serving customers who may not be sufficiently creditworthy for secondary market investors.

3.4. Security and Collection Mechanism

Secondary market investors will also tend to price secured and unsecured loans differently, based on perceived differences in risk. Secondary market investors are likely to consider secured loans more attractive than unsecured loans because they offer some type of collateral asset (e.g., the resale value of a home) as a backup for any shortfalls in loan payments.\(^{42}\)

Offering unsecured loans may support important finance program or policy objectives. For example, unsecured loans tend to require less paperwork and can often be approved more easily, can be extended to customers who may not have any home equity or other collateral, and may be attractive to those customers that do not want to place a lien on their property. Program administrators should take these policy considerations into account and decide whether they are significant enough to justify the potential difference in pricing between the two loan types.

Program administrators may also be interested in testing novel program design features, such as the PACE mechanism or on-bill loans.\(^{43,44}\) Placing a senior lien on a property (PACE) or invoking the threat of utility disconnection in the event of nonpayment (on-bill) may offer additional certainty to secondary market investors that they will be repaid. Program designers may wish to test whether they can obtain lower costs of capital for secondary market transactions based on PACE or on-bill mechanisms.\(^{45}\)

PACE and on-bill mechanisms introduce new parties into the loan process in the role of bill collector: the municipality or their designated representative (PACE) and the local utility (on-bill mechanisms). Secondary market investors may view these new parties as a source of uncertainty and risk, especially when those parties are responsible for collecting and distributing payments. There may also be differences in collection practices that require additional effort to reconcile (e.g., utility bills or property taxes may be collected on a different cycle than secondary market investors expect).

These novel security mechanisms are still being evaluated by lenders, investors, and other participants in the secondary market. PACE, with its senior lien for the energy efficiency lender, is generally regarded as investor friendly. While initial transactions indicate good appetite for PACE bonds, it remains to be seen if secondary market investors will rally behind the PACE mechanism at scale.\(^{46}\)

\(^{42}\) Most specialized energy efficiency financing products are variations on unsecured loans.

\(^{43}\) Note that we use the terminology from SEE Action Financing Solutions Working Group, 2014 to discuss on-bill programs.

\(^{44}\) PACE is based on a longstanding concept of a property tax assessment, so in more accurately thought of as the application of a long-standing public finance tool to a new type of project (energy efficiency improvements).

\(^{45}\) These structures may be attractive for other reasons; on-bill repayment mechanisms are sometimes used as marketing tools because they allow customers to compare utility bill savings directly with loan payments on one bill. These structures, when they involve utility shut off as a consequence of non-payment, have faced opposition from consumer advocates in some jurisdictions.

\(^{46}\) Some early evidence suggests that the amount of credit enhancement that investors require for PACE bonds may be less than other types of bonds, though this is based only a very small number of transactions. For example, investors in the residential PACE bond issued by the Western Riverside Council of Governments in Southern California advanced as much as 97% of the value of the loans, whereas investors in the unsecured WHEEL structure are expected to advance only 80%, meaning they will require more expected revenue to cover the amount they are owed. Long-term success of PACE bonds is predicated on ongoing consumer demand, resolution of regulatory uncertainties, and ongoing interest from secondary investors.
Similarly, until more information about the risk-reducing impact of on-bill payment and potential utility disconnection is available, the benefits of on-bill mechanisms from an investor perspective remain unclear. For example, NYSERDA originally consulted a rating agency for an opinion on a portfolio of both unsecured loans versus loans that were paid through an on-bill mechanism (with threat of disconnection). The rating agency felt that only the unsecured loans were eligible for securitization and declined to rate the on-bill loans.\footnote{This was likely in part because on-bill loans were paid last in the event of a partial payment, and in part because the threat of disconnection is not a well understood security mechanism. In addition, the on-bill loans had less of a history (having been launched later by the program), and may have been more challenging to compare to other programs.}

3.5. Summary

Program administrators have a range of motivations for offering financing programs, from encouraging more projects and deeper savings, to expanding access to capital, to incentivizing new technologies. To meet these policy goals, program administrators may offer below-market interest rates, extended financing terms, non-traditional underwriting criteria, or novel security and collection mechanisms. These objectives may not always overlap with the interests of potential secondary market investors, who may expect higher returns, discounted valuation, or risk-reduction mechanisms in exchange for investing in unfamiliar products with novel design features.

Program administrators can alter program design features to respond to secondary market investors’ preferences, although this may affect programmatic or policy goals. Alternatively, program administrators can preserve design features but offer risk reduction mechanisms or discounted sale terms to investors. In reality, most cases fall in between these two extremes. There are many innovative, hybrid approaches along this continuum, and the best options available to program administrators will be highly context-specific. Program administrators should be aware of and prepared for tradeoffs on these issues if they consider secondary market investments. As the basic data needed to assess the risk and performance characteristics of energy efficiency loans accumulates, investor and program administrators’ perspectives may come more into alignment, making these tradeoffs less pronounced.
4. Achieving a Transaction: Key Players, Their Concerns, and Potential Costs

It is important for programs that choose to pursue secondary market capital to understand the key players in a secondary market transaction, their concerns, and the steps required to achieve a direct portfolio sale or securitization. In this chapter, we discuss these issues and also offer insights into the perspectives of potential purchasers, who act as the ultimate counterparty in the sale of a program’s financial assets. Understanding potential investors’ concerns can help explain what types of information they may require about the assets for sale, as well as the types of credit enhancement they may seek to ensure the soundness of their investment. We also discuss the costs of some of these mechanisms, which program administrators should be aware of and factor in when contemplating secondary market strategies.

4.1. Key Players

The players in a secondary market transaction will vary depending on the transaction structure and the specifics of the particular sale. Typical participants in a loan portfolio sale and bond sale are described below.

4.1.1. Loan Portfolio Sale to Single Secondary Market Investor

A direct portfolio sale can usually be facilitated directly between the purchaser(s) and the seller (i.e., the program administrator). For example, the sale from Craft3 to Self-Help (see Appendix A) was negotiated directly between these two parties. Such negotiations may still be complex and may involve lawyers, accountants, and investment advisors to analyze and help structure the transaction. In fact, Self-Help indicated that its purchase of Craft3’s loans was one of the more complicated undertakings in the organization’s history.

4.1.2. Loan Portfolio Sale to Consortium of Secondary Market Investors

Loan sales to a consortium of secondary market investors may be more complex. For example, in the Keystone HELP sale to a group of commercial banks, an investment bank worked on behalf of the program administrator to facilitate the transaction and the transaction included several additional steps. A special-purpose entity was formed to which the loans were transferred and the bank consortium provided a loan to that special-purpose entity which effectively paid for the sale. This type of secondary market transaction is a hybrid between a loan portfolio sale and a securitization.

4.1.3. Bond Sale

Bond sales are generally more complicated transactions that involve more parties than a direct portfolio sale. Bond sales can take various forms, including municipal revenue bonds and asset-backed securitizations. Bonds attract a wider range of investors by packaging the cash flows from energy efficiency loans into tradable, liquid instruments.

In many bond sales, investors typically deal directly with a bond underwriter, who purchases the energy efficiency loans from the originator (i.e., the program administrator), packages them, and sells them to investors. A contingent of specialized lawyers, investment bankers, and credit rating agency representatives are usually involved. These parties ensure that the transaction is structured in a way that is acceptable to the seller and purchaser(s), that risk is properly evaluated and mitigated where necessary, and that there are sufficient buyers for the newly issued securities.

Note that loan sales occur routinely in other consumer finance sectors when loans are highly standardized—the lender and the investor both are familiar with all aspects of the loan product, the documentation, the credit reporting, property types, remedies, loan servicing, etc.

After the sale to the new legal entity was complete, the banks were repaid on their loan from revenues received by the special purpose entity on the original loans to customers.

As discussed in Chapter 2, this may not be the case in a private placement transaction.
An asset-backed securitization involves additional parties and typically requires the creation of a new special-purpose entity and the transfer of assets to this entity (See Figure 4).

4.2. Investor Perspectives: Risk and Return

Because a secondary market transaction cannot go forward without investors, it is critical to understand what potential buyers may look for when energy efficiency loans or asset-backed securities are offered for sale. Fundamentally, all investors in loan portfolios and bond sales are looking for a rate of return that corresponds with the riskiness of the asset. However, different types of investors have different priorities and approaches to how they deploy their funds. Understanding these perspectives can help shed light on the processes and structuring requirements that may be involved in secondary market transactions.

4.2.1. Investors in Portfolio Sales

Investors in loan portfolio sales are likely to hold loans until maturity. These types of investors can be difficult to find; for example, Craft3 spent considerable time searching for a buyer before entering into negotiations with Self-Help. Self-Help happened to have a pool of capital on its balance sheet that it was looking to deploy and was also a mission-driven lender willing to invest the time and effort to perform its own due diligence on the portfolio, without the benefit of an independent credit rating. While this confluence of circumstances was fortuitous for Craft3, it may be difficult to find a counterparty with both a pool of long-term capital and the willingness to perform lengthy due diligence.

In a loan portfolio sale, it may be easier for sellers to communicate directly with buyers about the historical performance of a loan portfolio and answer questions, which could help reduce perceived risks. However, potential buyers who must perform their own due diligence may feel less confident about their ability to assess risks accurately, which may lead to more conservative transaction parameters or additional credit enhancement. In the Craft3 sale, Self-Help required a complete transfer of Craft3’s loan loss reserve alongside the loan portfolio, as well as a significant increase in the total amount of loss reserve funds. This was in part because Self-Help was unfamiliar with energy efficiency loans and unsure of their performance risks (see Appendix A).

4.2.2. Bond Investors

One of the key advantages of executing a bond sale is that the new securities created should be suitable for many types of investors. Different investor types generally prefer different types of securities (e.g., in terms of time to maturity or seniority of repayment and associated return). By dividing up the cash flows from underlying loans, bonds (particularly asset-backed securitizations) can be structured to meet investors’ varying needs.

In terms of risk, investors in a bond sale may look to the type of transaction to assess performance. Municipal revenue bonds tend to be associated with stable returns and strong performance, based upon the credit profiles of...
public sector institutions.\footnote{Whether cash flows on municipal bonds are protected from the general creditors of a bankrupt jurisdiction remains an open legal question.} Asset-backed securities offer varying levels of risk and potential return, depending on how the bond is divided into tranches. When assessing risk, bond investors may also look to credit enhancements included in a bond offering, which can provide a cushion to absorb losses.

In the case of publicly offered issuances, investors often look first to the assessment of an independent credit rating agency to provide information on the relative risk of investing in a particular security. Given the key role of credit rating agencies, it may be nearly as important for a seller to understand their perspective as to understand investor concerns.

\subsection{4.3. Credit Rating Agencies}

Credit ratings provide one way for investors to quickly analyze the suitability of an asset for their investment portfolio and can be viewed as a minimum requirement for most publicly offered bonds and some private placements. Ratings are typically given on a scale from A to C (with various incremental notations depending on the rating agency) and indicate the credit quality of a bond. These ratings will influence the borrowing cost for the seller and therefore impact overall program costs (see “Credit Ratings and Borrowing Costs” sidebar for an example). Achieving an “investment grade” rating can reduce borrowing costs and increase the pool of potential investors, as many investors are required by policy or regulation to invest primarily in investment-grade assets.\footnote{Investment grade on the Standard and Poors rating scale is BBB or above.}

Potential buyers use a credit rating to help determine whether they wish to purchase a bond and, if so, what yield they will require.\footnote{In practice, credit ratings also play a role in setting the yield (interest rate); bonds of a certain rating can be expected to achieve similar interest rates.} Bond sellers rely on credit ratings to set borrowing costs and to give buyers confidence that the securities for sale have been reviewed and audited by a neutral third party.\footnote{In some cases, sellers may have the option to obtain a preliminary credit rating that is not made public, which allows the seller to assess their likely borrowing cost and make adjustments if not in line with expectations.} Credit ratings can be issued for any type of bond, and the specifics of the ratings process depends on the type of security being issued. Municipal revenue bond rating analysts tend to focus more on the characteristics and creditworthiness of an issuing jurisdiction, even when project revenues provide the primary source of repayment. For asset-backed securities, agencies will

\begin{center}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Rating & Yield (10-yr) \\
\hline
Aaa/AAA & 3.15\% \\
Aa1/AA+ & 3.27\% \\
Aa2/AA & 3.38\% \\
A1/A+ & 3.42\% \\
A2/A & 3.45\% \\
A3/A- & 3.5\% \\
Baa1/BBB+ & 3.62\% \\
Baa2/BBB & 3.88\% \\
Baa3/BBB- & 4.05\% \\
Ba1/BB+ & 4.38\% \\
Ba2/BB & 5.21\% \\
B1/B+ & 6.03\% \\
B2/B & 6.86\% \\
B3/B- & 7.68\% \\
Caa/CCC+ & 8.51\% \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{center}

Credit ratings correlate closely with observed borrowing costs (interest rates). The table below shows the average interest rate (yield) for 10-year corporate bonds in the industrial sector as of March 2014. Lower ratings generally correlate with higher yields (all else equal), although the absolute yield levels and spreads between different average rating categories will vary with market conditions.

Individual bonds of the same rating and maturity may have slightly different yields (interest rates), but in general bonds of the same rating, type, and maturity will have similar funding costs. Note that borrowing costs increase more quickly for sub investment grade bonds (Baa3/BBB- and below).

Source: Adapted from Reuters Corporate Bond Spread Tables (3/28/2014) available online at http://www.bondsonline.com/Todays_Market/Corporate_Bond_Spreads.php
develop their ratings based the expected performance of the underlying assets and any risks posed by the servicer that manages the loan portfolio. The due diligence process involves a data review to determine that loan terms and conditions and underwriting standards have been consistently applied and documented. The rating agency will also consider any contractual arrangements involved in the underlying loans, including, if applicable, novel collection mechanisms (e.g., PACE, on-bill).

The rating may also depend on the quality of loan servicing and administration systems in place, including risks of data inaccuracies, the quality of data recording, and fund transfer systems. As these administrative activities are usually performed by a servicing company, the rating agency will assess that company’s financial standing and may require a back-up servicer to be on call in case the primary servicer should experience a service interruption. For example, in its bond sale, NYSERDA added a back-up servicer to help reduce perceived administrative risks and achieve a higher rating. Unless a program administrator has already invested in sufficiently sophisticated loan administration systems, there may be additional costs associated with upgrading to investors’ expectations.

4.4. **Addressing Performance Risk**

The level of performance risk that a transaction may entail is of paramount concern to both investors and credit rating agencies. Sellers must be prepared to undertake two fundamental steps to address this risk: (1) providing adequate information that will help investors and rating agencies assess the magnitude of various risks; and (2) structuring a transaction in ways that mitigate risks to investors.

4.4.1. **Addressing Risk through Information**

Access to complete, credible, and reviewable data is important for any potential purchaser or rating agency. Much of the information that secondary market investors will require is similar across all investor classes, although credit rating agencies and institutional bond investors may be more conservative in their assumptions or require greater levels of detail. For example, a long and detailed loan history can help demonstrate the performance of the underlying loans, leading to a more favorable rating, better pricing, and a faster sale. Key data categories include repayment history, the credit profile of borrowers, and default and charge off rates, which can provide insights on how the portfolio may perform over time. Ideally, sellers will be able to demonstrate the loan performance over a time period comparable to the time-to-maturity of the assets being sold. If they are unable to do so, potential purchasers may make conservative assumptions about the expected future performance of these assets.

In situations in which historical performance data is limited, investors may use data from comparable investments as a proxy. However, rating agencies may take a conservative viewpoint regarding the comparability between energy efficiency loan programs. For example, in its securitization, NYSERDA originally provided the rating agency with data from two similar loan products, both of which exhibited strong performance. However, the rating agency was not persuaded to use this information in its judgment of the expected future performance of NYSERDA’s loans.

The need to present a loan data history is one of the key rationales that can motivate program administrators to establish loan products today. Some program administrators anticipate that demand will grow to a level at which secondary market capital will be needed and they reason that this capital will be easier to access if the program can present a sufficiently lengthy and robust data history to rating agencies and secondary market investors.

Sellers should also be prepared to provide extensive information on other aspects of the assets offered for sale, specifically product structuring and administration, history and management of the program, origination and underwriting procedures, rates of prepayment, and payment methods and servicing arrangements. Ultimately, the

55 In the case of publicly offered bonds, specific information requirements are documented in U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission disclosure regulations, which may require both up-front and ongoing disclosures.
56 For more information on the types of data that is collected and how that data is used, see “Energy Efficiency Finance Programs: Use Cases to Define Data Needs and Guidelines” (SEE Action).
57 A similar rationale is sometimes put forward to inform loan product structuring. Some experts have argued in favor of structuring on-bill repayment programs to mirror utility billing as closely as possible, so that rating agencies may be more likely to compare the payment history of these programs with the performance of traditional utility payments (SEE Action Financing Solutions Working Group, 2014).
potential purchaser will need to be confident that payments will continue to be made and appropriately disbursed and that adequate procedures will be in place to collect any payments that are missed.

Investors may also request information on liquidity risk (e.g., the total volume of similar bonds in the marketplace, historical trading activity and other factors that might impact the ability to trade the bonds in the future).

4.4.2. Addressing Risks through Transaction Structuring

Structuring the transaction to mitigate perceived risks is a key opportunity for sellers to address the concerns of secondary market investors and rating agencies.

4.4.2.1 Addressing Risk in a Loan Portfolio Structure

In a loan portfolio sale, one option to address risk is to place certain parameters on the types of loans that will be sold, rather than selling the entire loan portfolio. For example, Craft3 agreed to retain any loans that had become delinquent within the first year (see Appendix A). Another option is to sell loans at a discount (i.e., for less than the net present value of the cash flows), which does not address risk directly, but may recalibrate expected returns with the buyer’s perceived level of risk. A third alternative is to provide some form of credit enhancement to the buyer, such as a loss reserve account or a guarantee. Multiple risk mitigation options can be combined in any given transaction.

4.4.2.2 Addressing Risk in a Bond Structure

Some types of bond transactions, such as asset-backed securitizations, address certain risks through their basic structure. A primary benefit of an asset-backed securitization is that the underlying assets become “bankruptcy-remote,” meaning they will not be affected if the issuer were to enter bankruptcy (see Figure 4). This is achieved by placing the assets into a separate legal entity called a special-purpose vehicle, which removes them from the balance sheet of the transaction sponsor (Figure 4).58 However, placing the assets in a bankruptcy-remote structure does not address the risk of non-performance of the loans, which is a primary concern for investors.

To address loan non-performance risk, credit enhancements can be built into a bond sale to reduce risks to investors, achieve a higher credit rating, and thus lower borrowing costs. However, these features have the potential to increase programmatic costs. The magnitude of those costs will depend at least in part on the perceived risk of the underlying loans. We next describe some key forms of credit enhancement, followed by a discussion of potential costs.

Credit Features of a Municipal Revenue Bond

In a municipal revenue bond transaction, the most common structural elements used to address certain risks are debt service coverage ratios and cash reserve funds. Debt service coverage ratios require that the amount of revenue expected from the underlying loans exceed the amount owed to bond investors by a specified percentage. The larger the debt service coverage ratio, the more comfortable investors will feel about the investment, all else equal. However, larger ratios also mean that less up-front capital is received from bond investors to replenish existing funds. Thus, over time, one metric to watch in energy efficiency municipal revenue bond issuances is whether the required debt service coverage ratios decline as more transactions take place. Cash reserve funds are another common form of security that accompanies municipal revenue bond issuances. These reserve funds may be funded up-front or built up over time.

Credit Features of an Asset-Backed Securitization

In asset-backed securitizations, investors often request (or require) credit enhancements to provide further assurance regarding the transaction.

58 In the context of corporate debt, this process may allow the securitized assets to receive a higher credit rating than other corporate bonds issued by the sponsor. As a result, securitization is often thought of as one way to obtain a relatively low cost of capital. Whether securitization also provides a lower price as compared to entirely separate capital sources, however, may depend on the details of the particular transaction and the various other options available.
Internal Credit Enhancement

Certain types of credit enhancement, such as subordination, overcollateralization, and excess spread, are considered internal, because these structures affect the form of the transaction but do not involve layering on of an outside credit enhancement source like a reserve account or guarantee. These credit enhancements are summarized briefly here (see Appendix C for more detail).

- **Subordination.** Loss protection for senior investors through subordination is a key form of credit enhancement in any securitization. Subordinated capital is placed in a first loss position to protect more senior investors. In established markets, subordinated investors typically demand higher returns, given their increased exposure to risk. In an energy efficiency context, the program administrator often plays the role of the subordinated investor and the return received may be well below the market rate in order to increase the yield to senior investors.

- **Overcollateralization.** Overcollateralization involves offering debt to investors in an amount that is less than the total value of underlying loans (e.g., selling $100 million of bonds backed by $110 million of loans). This strategy assures investors that the income received from loans will be sufficient to cover the amount owned to bondholders, even if there are losses (assuming losses do not exceed the amount of the overcollateralization).

- **Excess Spread.** Excess spread is the difference between interest income collected from underlying loans and interest owned to bond investors. The left over amount acts as a safeguard in case of unforeseen losses.

- **Reserve Account.** Reserve accounts are liquid accounts pledged to cover losses to “make investors whole.” If the reserve account is funded through the transaction itself, it is considered an internal credit enhancement.

External Credit Enhancement

Credit enhancements that are funded from outside sources, such as cash reserves and guarantees, are referred to as external credit enhancement and can be layered onto a securitization to further protect senior investors. Guarantees are a common external credit enhancement. A number of other external credit enhancements are possible (e.g., insurance or letters of credit from a bank that can be used to reimburse investors if there are shortfalls) and may be implemented in future securitizations of energy efficiency loans.

4.5. Costs of Risk Mitigation

It is important for program administrators to be aware of the potential costs associated with these various credit enhancement mechanisms and to account for this when assessing the total costs of securitization. Table 5 provides a hypothetical example for each type of credit enhancement, including potential costs to program administrators.

---

59 Costs of risk mitigation are typically borne by the seller or bond issuer. In more mature markets, sellers may be compensated for these costs through relatively high expected returns. For example, if a seller in a mature market acts as a subordinate capital provider, they will generally expect to receive a higher rate of return on their investment than the senior capital provider, in order to compensate for their additional risk.
### Table 5: Securitization Credit Enhancements and Potential Costs to Program Administrators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Credit Enhancement</th>
<th>Hypothetical Example</th>
<th>Potential Cost of Hypothetical Example</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overcollateralization</td>
<td>A $100M pool of loans backs $90M of bond issuances</td>
<td>Up to $10M maximum, although likely that once bondholders are repaid, additional payments will accrue to the program administrator, reducing this cost</td>
<td>Reduces capital received by program administrator by the amount of overcollateralization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subordination</td>
<td>A program administrator contributes $10M of subordinate capital and investors contribute the remaining $90M for a $100M pool of loans</td>
<td>$10M up-front cost with potential returns net of credit losses</td>
<td>Assuming losses do not exhaust the subordinate capital, a return will still be earned on the investment. Size of return will depend on deal terms and actual performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excess Spread</td>
<td>A $100M pool of loans paying 6% interest is securitized into $100M of bonds paying 4% yield to senior investors</td>
<td>Depends on performance. The different in interest rates may accrue to the program administrator if not used to compensate senior investors for losses</td>
<td>Diverting excess loan revenue prevents it from being used for new originations or other programmatic purposes until senior investors are fully repaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reserve Account</td>
<td>A $10M loss reserve fund is established backing a $100M pool of loans</td>
<td>Up-front cost of $10M. Ultimate cost will depend on losses experienced, return received, and opportunity cost of funds set aside</td>
<td>Returns earned on funds held in reserve accounts may be low if funds are kept in safe, liquid accounts that can be easily called upon to cover losses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guarantee</td>
<td>A public agency offers a full guarantee against a sale of $100M of loans</td>
<td>If public agency is the program administrator, costs will depend on losses experienced. If public agency is a partner, costs to program administrator will depend on agreement to protect or compensate guarantor</td>
<td>Guarantees can be full or partial; investors will consider assets and credit worthiness of the guarantor to assess the value of the guarantee. Investors will require full access to financial information of the guarantor to make this determination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The secondary market for energy efficiency loans is relatively immature and transactions observed to date have required relatively costly forms of risk mitigation. For example, program administrators may be asked to commit subordinate capital but accept lower returns than senior investors in order to attract senior investors into the structure, as in the WHEEL program. In the NYSERDA case, risk mitigation funds were pledged to the guarantor rather than to the investors, but those funds were significant, totaling approximately $8.5 million (or more than

---

60 In the WHEEL structure, program administrators are expected to earn an annual return of approximately 4% on their subordinate capital contribution while senior investors funding the warehouse line are currently earning a return of approximately 13%. The rate of return to senior bond investors will not be known until the first securitization is complete, but it is expected to be above the rate earned by participating programs.
30% of the amount owed to investors). The cost of setting aside funds in the form of cash reserves is somewhat difficult to quantify given that it will depend in part on actual losses experienced. However, the opportunity costs may be considerable, as cash reserves are typically set aside in accounts that earn minimal returns and program administrators are prevented from using them for other programmatic purposes.

61 These funds came from the federal Better Buildings grant that NYSERDA receive to facilitate its energy efficiency financing programs.
5. Considerations for Program Administrators

Secondary markets can potentially offer a way of solving specific challenges with regard to capital supply and capital cost. Program administrators should consider how those needs factor into their overall programmatic objectives and then decide how secondary markets may help them address these issues.

In this chapter, we compare secondary market options with other alternatives that could potentially meet existing capital supply needs and provide a framework to help program administrators think through the timing of secondary market strategies and other options for meeting capital needs. Note that we do not discuss traditional products that can be used to finance energy efficiency; rather, we limit our discussion to specialized energy efficiency products (see Chapter 1 for definitions).

5.1. Capital Supply

As a first step in assessing the importance of targeting secondary markets, program administrators should examine their existing and projected levels of financing activity as well as any anticipated capital supply constraints. If capital is likely to become a constraining factor in program sustainability, then designing a program that will attract secondary market investors may present a viable solution.

Currently, many efficiency finance programs exhibit relatively low customer participation rates. Driving customer demand may present a more immediate challenge than securing an adequate supply of capital. Some administrators facing customer demand challenges have chosen to use flexible capital to offer low interest rates, long loan terms, or less restrictive underwriting criteria in order to build demand for programs, even if those choices have not necessarily been tailored to the perspectives of secondary markets investors. Over the long term, some program administrators may shift their focus toward secondary markets once customer demand has been more firmly established. The potential tradeoff is that reaching secondary markets in the future may be more challenging if programs do not factor them in today.

Even with relatively low participation rates, program administrators may need to consider ways of replenishing capital if their existing capital source is constrained, or if they anticipate capital constraints in the future. For example, both NYSERDA and Keystone HELP faced capital constraints around the time that they executed secondary market transactions. In each case, the initial capital source used was limited: NYSERDA began with a designated allocation of Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI) funds while Keystone HELP had access to a limited pool of funds from the State Treasury. The initial choice of a primary capital source may correlate directly with the importance of secondary markets in the future.

5.2. Cost of Capital

Another major rationale for targeting secondary markets is to lower the cost of capital. In the long run, a mature secondary market for energy efficiency loans could offer lower interest rates than currently available. Moreover, some secondary market investors (e.g., pension funds and insurance companies) tend to seek out longer-term assets that promise steady returns as opposed to riskier high-yield securities. These types of investors may be a good fit for achieving certain programmatic objectives, such as offering cash-flow-positive financing with longer terms and lower rates.

Policymakers and program administrators that are considering secondary markets as a way to lower the cost of capital costs should consider the “all-in” costs of these types of transactions. At present, secondary market sales of energy efficiency loans may carry significant transaction costs. For example, NYSERDA indicated that the up-front costs of its bond issuance exceeded $1 million on a bond that totaled $24.3 million (Pitkin, 2014). Moreover,

---

62 Participation rates can range from 0.1% to upwards of 5-10% of a targeted market (SEE Action Financing Solutions Workgroup, 2014). Participation rates can vary by sector (e.g., large C&I may only need a few transactions before volume is sufficient) and volume and participation rates can vary by improvement type (e.g., single measure vs. whole-house).
required yields on energy efficiency bonds may be higher than for other types of bond issuances, although it is reasonable to expect that these costs may decline over time with more deals. The potential amount of credit enhancement needed to make a secondary market transaction viable should also be considered part of the all-in cost of capital (see Chapter 4).

5.3. Balancing Near-Term and Long-Term Objectives

In the long run, it is likely that secondary market investors will play an important role in supporting energy efficiency investments. Attracting secondary market capital will be easier if investors are already familiar with energy efficiency loans. This may require building a demonstrated performance history over several years. With this in mind, some program administrators may choose to take the long view and establish products today that are designed to ensure that secondary market capital will be available and well-priced in the future.

Figure 5 provides an illustration of two different ways in which program administrators can think about when to factor secondary markets into their program design considerations. In the "supply-focused" approach, the program administrator focuses on secondary markets at the early stages of a program life-cycle in anticipation of the need to access a supply of secondary market capital in the future. This approach may facilitate future secondary market transactions, although it may require expensive forms of credit enhancement to reassure investors until they grow comfortable with the performance of the underlying assets. It may also entail earlier standardization of loan products in line with the needs of secondary market investors, which may or may not align well with other programmatic objectives. In contrast, in the "demand-focused" approach, the administrator focuses primarily on more immediate programmatic objectives (e.g., driving consumer adoption of energy efficiency) while deferring program design choices that could facilitate secondary market transactions.

These two approaches may provide a useful conceptual framework, although they need not be mutually exclusive. For example, NYSERDA’s program design choice of a two-tiered loan portfolio may explicitly recognize that some loans are more likely than others to be well-suited to secondary market sales. Moreover, certain risk-mitigation strategies, such as NYSERDA’s partnership with a state agency guarantor, may facilitate a wider range of program design choices (e.g., offering both direct-bill and on-bill loan options) while still attracting secondary market investors.
5.4. Alternative Strategies for Capital Replenishment

It is also important to acknowledge that alternative strategies exist which may help program administrators achieve their objectives with respect to capital supply and cost of capital. One of the key factors in determining whether program administrators pursue secondary market transactions may be whether these alternatives could work better overall.

Alternative capital replenishment strategies can be broadly grouped into four categories: (1) public or ratepayer funds; (2) bonds that are not directly tied to project revenues; (3) large lenders or local lender networks; and (4) non-energy loan products. A wide variety of options exists within each of these broad categories. However certain common features make it possible to compare each one as a group to secondary market strategies.

5.4.1. Public or Ratepayer Funds

For a number of financing programs, particularly in their initial phases, the use of public or ratepayer dollars may sufficiently cover programmatic capital needs while allowing for the flexibility to set loan interest rates and terms in ways that are primarily aimed at building demand (or meeting other programmatic objectives). However, one challenge of this approach is that public and ratepayer funds tend to be constrained, meaning they may need to be replenished if a program is successful in spurring participation. Ironically, the more that programs are able to drive demand by offering flexible rates and terms in the short term, the more challenging or expensive it may be to replenish their funds using private capital. Private capital providers often require higher rates of return and stricter underwriting criteria than public or utility programs (funded by ratepayer dollars). If those rates and terms are not in place at the outset, capital providers may charge a premium in order to fill the gap between perceived risk and expected return.

Nonetheless, some program administrators may project that their participation rates are unlikely to scale in the short term without attractive rates and terms that flexible capital can provide. Under these circumstances, one option may be to offer reduced rates and attractive terms in early stages to build demand and increase program awareness, while shifting toward market rates and terms in the future as participation grows. Program administrators that follow this path may still choose to maintain attractive rates and terms for certain program participants in order to achieve programmatic priorities (e.g., promotion of comprehensive upgrades or elicit participation from hard-to-reach customers).

5.4.2. Bonds not Tied to Project Revenues

A number of jurisdictions are using non-revenue bonds to pursue energy efficiency improvements and other clean energy investments. In recent years, hundreds of millions of dollars have been raised in this fashion. Given this level of activity, non-revenue-based bond issuances may be worth considering as a near-term source of energy efficiency financing capital.63,64

5.4.2.1 General Obligation Bonds

Public and quasi-public agencies can raise funds for energy efficiency loan programs by issuing municipal bonds. General obligation bonds, backed by the full faith and credit of the municipality, typically receive very favorable ratings and enjoy correspondingly low borrowing costs, due to the strong credit profiles and taxing authority of most issuing jurisdictions. Costs of capital may be further reduced if proceeds are used to support public or certain qualifying private activities. However, issuance of these types of bonds may be restricted in order to maintain the credit rating of the jurisdiction and minimize tax burdens.

---


64 Qualified Energy Conservation Bonds (QECBs) are a special case that fall partly into the category of “bonds not tied to project revenues.” Several programs (e.g., St. Louis Saves, Boulder Housing Partners) have issued QECBs that are not backed by existing loans. However, QECBs can also be created as bonds that are tied to revenues from an existing pool of loans. For example, the NYSERDA transaction discussed in Chapter 2 was structured as a QECB. For more information on QECBs and their diverse applications, see the Energy Program Consortium’s various reports, available at http://www.naseo.org/financing-resources-qecb.
General obligation bonds have most often been used to provide financing for public sector performance contracting programs, such as energy service agreements between ESCOs and state agencies. There have also been examples of general obligation bonds funding other types of environmentally-focused lending programs, such as state revolving funds for clean water infrastructure investments. For example, approximately $12 million of a recent $100 million “green bond” issuance in Massachusetts (a general obligation bond aimed at funding environmental improvements) went toward a state fund that makes low or no-interest loans to cities and towns for water project (Massachusetts Treasury, 2013). Thus far, there are few examples of general obligation bonds being issued to capitalize energy efficiency financing programs that target facilities and buildings that are privately-owned. However, this approach could potentially be used in the future, although the bonds would potentially be higher cost if the interest payments were considered taxable and the approach might require statutory authorization.

5.4.2.2 Ratepayer-Backed Bonds
Another approach that may be worth considering is the Green Energy Market Securitization (GEMS) program that the state of Hawaii is currently implementing. Hawaii has issued bonds that will be repaid through a surcharge on all customers’ bills across all sectors. These bonds are similar to “stranded asset bonds” (also known as “rate reduction bonds”) that have been used for a number of years to help support the costs of operating certain utility assets. Hawaii is the first state to use the proceeds to fund an energy efficiency loan program. By applying the mandatory charge to all utility customers, GEMS creates a very secure income stream that may be attractive to investors, potentially resulting in a low cost of capital.

Hawaii plans to take advantage of this competitively priced capital source to support an attractive on-bill financing program. Revenue from the on-bill loans will cover administrative costs and support new loan originations, but will not be used to repay bond investors, who will be repaid only from the broad-based ratepayer charge. Hawaii policymakers have referred to this model as the “democratization” of energy efficiency as it is meant to spread financing costs across the full ratepayer base. However, replicating this approach on a broad scale may require convincing customers that do not participate in the loan program of its advantages in light of the additional charge on their bills.

5.4.3. Large Lenders or Local Lender Networks
At present, many efficiency finance programs have not yet reached activity levels that exceed the capital supply limits of potential primary lending partners, such as banks and credit unions. Large lenders may be able to fund significant volumes before becoming capital constrained. While smaller institutions may be more limited individually, some program administrators have established networks or clearinghouses of primary lending institutions that collectively have met larger capital demands.

GEOSmart Financing Clearinghouse is one example of a network of primary lenders coordinated by the Electric and Gas Industry Association. The program provides a central source of financing options from multiple primary lenders, partnering with manufacturers, distributors, and contractor networks throughout the country. Rates on these products vary, and some may be considered high (Bernard, 2014). Nonetheless, the collective amount of capital available through the clearinghouse is considerable, and the program recently announced that cumulative lending volume for efficiency and solar installments had exceeded $1 billion (EGIA, 2014).

Establishing and working with a network of community banks and credit unions is another option for deploying large amounts of capital. By bringing together multiple institutions, states can take advantage of the relatively low costs of capital typically offered by local lenders while increasing capital supply through the establishment of a distributed network. Massachusetts provides a leading example with an annual volume through its HEAT Loan program on the order of $100 million through a network of approximately 60 local institutions (Phillips G., 2013). Lenders offer 4.99% loans over seven years, which are bought down to 0% by the state’s utilities, who offer the

---

65 Connecticut took a similar approach in 2004 in issuing bonds to support its energy efficiency programs, but the proceeds were not specifically allocated to financing programs.
66 The projected cost of capital is slightly over 3%, though the actual rate will not be known until the transaction is completed.
loan as part of their whole-house improvement program. Despite the relatively high volume, the collective lender network has not faced capital constraints thus far and loans have not needed to be resold on the secondary market.\(^67\) However, within the network, some individual lenders have stopped making energy efficiency loans as a result of volume constraints, although the program administrator indicated that other lenders have been able to step in to meet capital needs (Phillips G., 2014).

5.5. **Weighing the Alternatives**

Table 6 provides a summary of these various capital supply options. In general, ratepayer funds and bonds backed by ratepayers or taxpayers have lower costs of capital but are more constrained in terms of capital supply. In contrast, options that provide greater supply capacity also tend to correlate with higher capital costs. Proponents of secondary market strategies for energy efficiency financing maintain that a mature secondary market will bring down these costs over time.

**Table 6: Weighing Capital Supply Alternatives**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capital Supply Option</th>
<th>Cost of Capital</th>
<th>Size of Capital Supply</th>
<th>Considerations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ratepayer/Public Funds</td>
<td>Low Cost (Funding is flexible)</td>
<td>Volume is limited by policy goals and willingness to invest tax/ratepayer dollars</td>
<td>Ratepayer funds are unlikely to be sufficient to achieve all available EE; public models do not “educate” the capital market about EE assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Obligation Bonds or Ratepayer-Backed Bonds</td>
<td>Low Cost (due to high ratings and authority to levy taxes or surcharges)</td>
<td>Varies but not limitless (Bonding capacity and political will may limit capital availability)</td>
<td>Costs are shifted onto taxpayers or ratepayers; municipal or SBC approaches do not “educate” the capital market about EE assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Lender Network / Large Lenders</td>
<td>Moderate Cost (Some flexibility, within commercial norms)</td>
<td>Varies by number and type of lender(s)</td>
<td>Local lenders / large lenders flexibility and interest in EE will vary widely; this approach does not “educate” the capital market about EE assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Markets</td>
<td>High all-in costs at present, may decrease over time; costs will follow credit rating</td>
<td>Very large potential supply, especially for investment grade securities</td>
<td>Secondary markets for EE are evolving and upfront costs of administration, setup and credit enhancement should be factored into decision making</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.6. **Decision-Making Framework**

Figure 6 provides a framework in the form of a “decision tree” that is designed to assist program administrators thinking through issues related to accessing secondary markets compared to other options to meet capital supply needs. Finance programs that anticipate a near-term capital supply constraint should consider secondary markets as one potential option for capital replenishment. For these programs, the choice of capital supply may depend on the availability of other options and the extent to which program design constraints and potential costs of secondary market approaches can be reconciled with other programmatic objectives. Programs that are less capital constrained at present but anticipate longer-term capital supply needs may choose to establish financing options that could facilitate secondary market investments at a later stage. Finally, program administrators that are experiencing relatively low levels of consumer demand in their finance program(s) may be better served with more flexible sources of capital. These program administrators should be aware that current program design choices using flexible capital sources may impact the ease with which they are able to access secondary market investments in the future.

\(^67\) Other states that have implemented similar models include Connecticut and Michigan.
Figure 6: Framework for Considering Capital Supply Options
6. Conclusion

Estimates of the total investment opportunity for energy efficiency in the United States are typically in the range of several hundred billion dollars (Choi Granade, et al., 2009) (Fulton & Brandenburg, 2012). Banking experts project that this level of investment could be too large for bank balance sheets and will require secondary market capital to fully take advantage of investment opportunities in the energy efficiency sector and provide a way to bridge this gap.68

The most fundamental benefit offered by secondary markets is the supply of a relatively low-cost, virtually limitless capital source to meet any conceivable future demand for energy efficiency financing. The ability to access secondary market capital may also allow for a cap or reduction in the amount of ratepayer or public funding used to support energy efficiency programs.

Currently, total energy efficiency financing volume has not yet reached the scale typically seen in securitized, secondary market transactions (e.g., mortgages, credit card debt). However, recognizing the potential longer-term need to tap into secondary market sources, some program administrators have chosen to design or participate in programs today that are aimed at building volume, demonstrating performance, bolstering investor familiarity, and increasing market liquidity, which will likely reduce secondary market transaction costs over the longer term.

Two main types of secondary market mechanisms have been observed: loan portfolio sales and bond sales (including municipal revenue bonds and asset-backed securitization). A range of other approaches also exist for fulfilling capital supply needs, including public or ratepayer capital, bonds backed by taxpayers or ratepayers, and primary lenders or lender networks. Program administrators should weigh these options along with secondary market approaches in terms of capital supply capacity, cost of capital and effects on program design choices that may impact other programmatic objectives. Potential program design implications include changes or limitations on interest rates offered to participants, loan terms, underwriting criteria, and security or collection mechanism (e.g., on-bill and PACE programs).

To mitigate risk to secondary market investors, some energy efficiency program administrators have built risk mitigation strategies into their transactions. These include overcollateralization/subordination, sale at a discount, loan guarantees, and cash reserves. These risk mitigation strategies have associated costs that will be borne by the seller and may increase interest rates offered to participants or potentially dampen future lending activity, or both. Program administrators should understand these structures well and balance their costs against the benefits of potentially attracting secondary market capital at a lower required yield.

As a first step in considering secondary market strategies, program administrators should examine their existing and projected levels of financing activity as well as any constraints on the level of activity that current capital sources and other available options can support. If capital is likely to become a constraining factor in program sustainability, then designing a finance program that will attract secondary market investors may present a solution.

As secondary markets expand, attracting capital will be easier if secondary market investors and other market actors are familiar with energy efficiency as an asset class. This is likely to require building a demonstrated performance history for efficiency loans over a multi-year period. With this in mind, some programs with relatively low current participation rates may choose to take the long view and establish products today that are designed to ensure that secondary market capital will be available and well-priced in the future.

---

68 Choi Granade, et al., 2009 estimated that $520 billion of cost effective energy efficiency is untapped and Fulton & Brandenburg, 2012 estimate $279 billion of cost effective energy efficiency. By comparison, asset-backed securitizations, one component of the U.S. bond market, is valued at $2 trillion (Sifma, 2012).
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